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Abstract
We present a complete analysis of the one loop electroweak corrections to e−e+ →
γγ, Zγ, ZZ in the Standard (SM) and the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model
(MSSM). Analytic expressions are written for the contributions to the helicity amplitudes.
Several observables accessible for polarized or unpolarized beams and transverse, longi-
tudinal or unpolarized final states are computed. We show that in the few hundred GeV
region, these observables provide a test of the various SM or MSSM components. For
the dominant TT amplitude at high energy, the sensitivity to the details of the various
sectors disappears, but the energy dependence fixed by leading logarithmic contributions,
provides a model independent signature discriminating SM from MSSM. Subdominant
TL or LL amplitudes though, remain sensitive to the details of the SM or MSSM sectors.
Numerical illustrations are given for energies up to several TeV. The analysis may also be
used to search for new physics characterized by anomalously strong interactions among
the neutral gauge bosons.
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1 Introduction
The search for new physics (NP) beyond the Standard Model (SM) has strongly motivated
projects of high energy e−e+ colliders (LC, CLIC) [1, 2]. This NP search should proceed
either in a direct way (production of new particles), or in an indirect way (observation
of departures from SM predictions in processes where the external particles are standard,
and NP effects only arise from virtual exchanges).
In this paper we are addressing the indirect way. The experimental accuracy that
should be available at the high luminosity e−e+ machines is expected to be very high;
better than the percent level. This means that the SM predictions, from which departures
will be searched, should be made with a comparable high accuracy, requiring computations
of high order effects of electroweak interactions.
One already knows that the electroweak radiative corrections to several standard pro-
cesses strongly increase with the energy. This arises due to the presence already at the 1-
loop level, of large double (DL) and single (SL) logarithm terms behaving like1 (α/π) ln2 s,
(α/π) ln s, [4, 5, 6, 7]. In the TeV range such terms reach the several percent level, which
renders them observable at the future colliders. Alternatively, these large logarithmic
effects may also be viewed as large background contributions to possible NP signals. It
will therefore be essential to have a full control on them, and to analyse precisely the
various virtual contributions they get from each dynamical sector.
The relevance of these large logarithmic effects at high energy colliders, has been
stressed recently for the process e+e− → f f¯ in the SM [6] and MSSM [8] cases, and for
the process e+e− → f˜ ¯˜f [9]. As these 1-loop effects are known to reach the 10% level at
the multi-TeV range, the need for a two loop computation and even a resummation of the
higher order leading effects arises; attempts in this direction have already started [9, 10].
A very important property of these large logarithms is that they offer a striking sig-
nature for studying the underlying dynamics [11]. Depending on the interaction sec-
tor (gauge, Yukawa) from which they originate, these large logarithmic terms may be
isotropic and universal with well defined relative coefficients, or they may present very
specific angular dependencies [11]. This has allowed a classification of all such log-terms
and their possible physical origins [11]. In particular, the logarithmic behaviour of the
e−e+ → f f¯ , f˜ ¯˜f cross sections at high energy reflects in an observable way the gauge and
Higgs structures of the interactions, and even differentiates between SM and MSSM, in a
way which is largely independent of the specific values of the MSSM parameters [12].
Similar properties for the leading logarithmic SM and MSSM contributions at high
energies are also expected in γγ → f f¯ [13], which should be measurable at photon-photon
colliders [14].
The inverse process e+e− → γγ and well as the neutral gauge boson production ones
e+e− → γZ, ZZ have been calculated in SM a long time ago [15], and received recently
considerable theoretical [16, 17] and experimental [18] interest motivated by the search for
1In process like γγ → γγ, Zγ, ZZ, which do not contain any Born contribution, only single logarithm
terms caused by the imaginary part of DL contributions remain; the rest is canceled [3].
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anomalous neutral gauge boson self couplings (NAGC). At tree level, there is no NAGC
coupling among three neutral gauge bosons (γ or Z) in SM or MSSM; i.e. no contribution
of the type e+e− → (γ, Z)→ γZ, ZZ; (real γγ final states are forbidden).
Non vanishing NAGC couplings first arise at one loop, through fermionic triangles
involving leptons and quarks in SM, and additional chargino and neutralino triangles in
MSSM [17]. Additional contributions may also come from NP forms containing e.g. heav-
ier fermions, non perturbative structures, or even direct neutral boson couplings. Since
such NP effects may be rather small, a complete and accurate computation of the high
order SM and MSSM contributions is needed, in order to identify them.
The aim of this paper is to discuss these various points. Thus, we analyze the content
of the complete 1-loop contributions to the e+e− → γγ, γZ, ZZ amplitudes, firstly
within SM, and secondly within the MSSM. Since the exact 1-loop formulae are rather
complicated, the study of the high energy behaviour of the amplitudes, helps supplying
a clear intuitive picture. We therefore study in detail the relative importance of each
type of asymptotic and non asymptotic contributions (double log (DL), single log (SL),
angular independent and angular dependent terms) in the gauge, Higgs and particle and
sparticle sectors, indicating how these sectors conspire, to produce the correct high energy
behaviour. This should also be instructive for the discussion of possible modifications due
to NP.
As in the fermion and sfermion production cases mentioned above [6, 8, 9], the nu-
merical value of the SL coefficient may serve as signature discriminating between SM and
MSSM, in way which is largely independent of the specific values of the MSSM parameters.
In other words, the dependence on the specific values of the MSSM parameters largely
disappears, once the MSSM thresholds are overpassed2. These discussions are done in
parallel for the three neutral processes e+e− → γγ, γZ, ZZ. Many numerical illustrations
are also given. An asymptotic energy treatment for the SM case of such amplitudes has
also recently appeared in [7]; we have checked that our results agree with those of this
reference.
We then concentrate on the role of the NAGC couplings in e+e− → γZ, ZZ and
compare their effect to the one of the other sectors of electroweak corrections, as well as
to possible new additional NP contributions.
Finally, we discuss the role of longitudinal ZL production. The production of this state
is strongly depressed at the high energy. Moreover, for ZLZL production above 1TeV, the
Born contribution is found to be negligible compared to the 1-loop one. Such effects render
the above processes very sensitive to virtual contributions and provide interesting checks
of possible anomalous NP contribution arising, for example, from a strongly interacting
Higgs sector. We make this study at various energies, showing the road to asymptopia,
from the LEP2 energy range to the LC and to the CLIC one.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the kinematics for the three con-
sidered processes. The one loop electroweak contributions to the amplitudes are written in
2Only a dependence in the overall MSSM scale may remain in some cases.
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Section 3; renormalized Born, triangle and box contributions. Section 4 is devoted to the
asymptotic properties. Numerical applications are given in Section 5, while the physics
issues and conclusions are presented in Section 6. Useful technical details are given in
several Appendices; details on kinematics in Appendix A; the chargino and neutralino
mixing matrices in Appendix B; the gauge and electron self-energies and renormalization
constants in Appendix C; details of triangle contributions in Appendix D; asymptotic
self-energy and triangle contributions in Appendix E and Box ones in Appendix F.
2 Kinematics and Observable quantities
We consider the process
e−(λ, l) + e+(λ′, l′)→ V (e, p) + V ′(e′, p′) , (1)
where (l, l′) are the incoming electron and positron momenta, and (λ, λ′) their corre-
sponding helicities. Since the electron mass is throughout neglected, we have λ′ = −λ =
±1/2.
Correspondingly, V and V ′ denote the outgoing neutral gauge bosons Z or γ, whose
momenta are described as (p, p′) respectively, while (e, e′) denote the complex conjugate
of their polarization vectors and (µ, µ′) the corresponding helicities. We also define
q = l − p = p′ − l′ , q′ = l − p′ = p− l′
s = (l + l′)2 = (p+ p′)2 , t = q2 , u = q′2 .
The c.m. scattering angle between ~l and ~p is denoted by θ. The helicity amplitude of the
above process (1) is written as
Fλ,µ,µ′ ≡ F [e−(λ, l) e+(λ′ = −λ, l′) → V (e(µ), p) V ′(e′(µ′), p′)]
=
∑
j=1,9
v¯(λ′, l′) Ij Nj(s, t, u, λ) u(λ, l) , (2)
in terms of nine Lorentz invariant forms Ij, (j = 1, 9) defined in Appendix A. Their
coefficients may then be split, according to the electron-helicity, as
Nj(s, t, u, λ) ≡ NLj (s, t, u)PL +NRj (s, t, u)PR , (3)
where
PL =
1
2
− λ , PR = 1
2
+ λ , (4)
while NL,Rj (s, t, u) are scalar functions.
Observables
The polarized angular distribution is obtained in terms of the helicity amplitudes as:
dσ(λ, µ, µ′)
d cos θ
=
β
32πs
Cstat |Fλ,µ,µ′|2 , (5)
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with Cstat = 1/2, 1/2, 1 for γγ, ZZ, γZ, respectively. The corresponding integrated
cross sections are
σ(λ, µ, µ′) =
∫ c
−c
d cos θ
dσ(λ, µ, µ′)
d cos θ
, (6)
where c ≡ cos θmin is an angular cut (fixed at θmin = 300 in the numerical applications).
The cross section for unpolarized e± beams is
σ(µ, µ′)unp =
1
4
∑
λ=±1/2
σ(λ, µ, µ′) , (7)
while we refer to final transverse (T) or longitudinal (L) gauge bosons by taking µ = ±1,
(µ′ = ±1) or µ = 0, (µ′ = 0), respectively.
For longitudinally polarized e± beams, the Left-Right polarization asymmetry is de-
fined as:
ALR(µ, µ
′) =
σ(−1
2
, µ, µ′)− σ(+1
2
, µ, µ′)
σ(−1
2
, µ, µ′) + σ(+1
2
, µ, µ′)
. (8)
In the numerical examples below, we only consider the Left-Right asymmetry ALR, where
all possible final gauge boson polarizations are summed over.
3 The Born and 1-loop Amplitudes
3.1 The Born terms
These are due to electron exchange in the t and u channels. In terms of the invariant
functions defined in (3) and in Appendix A, they are written as
NBornj = N
Born, t
j +N
Born, u
j , (9)
which give:
• e−e+ → γγ.
NBorn, t1 = N
Born, t
2 = N
Born, t
4 = −
e2L
t
PL − e
2
R
t
PR ,
NBorn, u1 = N
Born, u
2 = −NBorn, u4 = −
e2L
u
PL − e
2
R
u
PR , (10)
with
eL = eR = − e ; (11)
• e−e+ → ZZ.
NBorn, t1 = N
Born, t
2 = N
Born, t
4 = −
s
t−m2Z
NBorn, t5 = −
s
2
NBorn, t6
5
= − s
s− t+m2Z
NBorn, t7 =
s
2
NBorn, t8 = −
g2ZL
t
− g
2
ZR
t
,
NBorn, u1 = N
Born, u
2 = −NBorn, u4 =
−s
s− u+m2Z
NBorn, u5
=
−s
2
NBorn, u6 =
−s
u−m2Z
NBorn, u7 =
s
2
NBorn, u8 = −
g2ZL
u
− g
2
ZR
u
, (12)
with
gZL = e
(2s2W − 1)
2sW cW
gZR = e
sW
cW
; (13)
• e−e+ → Zγ.
s
s−m2Z
NBorn, t1 =
s
s+m2Z
NBorn, t2 = N
Born, t
4
= − s
t−m2Z
NBorn, t5 = −
s
2
NBorn, t6 = −
eLgZL
t
PL − eRgZR
t
PR ,(
s
s−m2Z
)
NBorn, u1 =
(
s
s+m2Z
)
NBorn, u2 = −NBorn, u4
=
( −s
s− u
)
NBorn, u5 =
−s
2
NBorn, u6 = −
eLgZL
u
PL − eRgZR
u
PR . (14)
Note that for all processes
NBorn, t3,9 = N
Born, u
3,9 = 0 . (15)
In the following Sections, the complete e−e+ → V V ′ amplitudes at one loop are
obtained applying the usual renormalization program in the on-shell scheme [19]. The
renormalized Lagrangian is obtained from the unrenormalized one by the substitution
ψeL →
√
ZeL , ψeR →
√
ZeR , (16)
Bµ →
√
ZB Bµ , ~Wµ →
√
ZW ~Wµ (17)
g′ → 1√
ZB
g′ , g → Z˜2√
ZW
g , (18)
where (16, 17) describe the wave function renormalization for the electron and the gauge-
bosons. Eqs.(18) supply the renormalization of the gauge couplings, taking into account
that the U(1)Y Ward identity guarantees that g
′ does not need any additional renormal-
ization, at least, at the 1-loop level [19]. Contrary to these, the SU(2) coupling g does
need the additional renormalization described by Z˜2, which in the ’tHoof-Feynman gauge
is determined by the W and Goldstone loop contributions to the γZ mixed self-energy.
The SM and MSSM contributions to the various renormalization constants are given
in Sect.3.2 and Appendix C. The explicit expressions of the 1-loop amplitudes are given
in terms of Nj-functions containing the contributions from the renormalized Born terms,
the triangle and the box diagrams according to
Nj(s, t, u) = N
ren+Born
j +N
Tri
j +N
Box
j , (19)
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which are computed in the subsequent subsections.
3.2 The renormalized Born contribution
The on-shell renormalization procedure [19] uses as input the electric charge e(0) ≡√
4πα(0), the physical masses mW , mZ , and the Weinberg angle defined
3 by c2W =
1 − s2W = m2W/m2Z . The renormalization introduces modifications to the Born ampli-
tude induced by the substitutions (16, 17, 18), and the self-energies given in Appendix
C.
We separate the finite renormalized self-energy contributions denoted with a ”hat”,
from the divergent ones. The former are absorbed in N ren+Bornj ; while the later are put in
NTrij , together with the divergent triangle contributions presented in Sect.3.3. Thus, both
N ren+Bornj and N
Tri
j are finite.
The finite hat-quantities entering N ren+Bornj stem from the renormalized electron self
energy, and the renormalized Z self energy and γZ mixing on the Z-mass shell [19].
In analogy to (9), we write
N ren+Bornj = N
ren+Born, t
j +N
ren+Born, u
j , (20)
where the two terms in the r.h.s. arise from electron exchanges in the t- and u-channel
respectively.
• e−e+ → γγ.
According to the aforementioned conventions, N ren+Bornj are obtained from (10,11) by the
replacement
e2L =⇒ eˆ2L(x) ≡ 4πα(0)[1− ΣˆLe(x)] ,
e2R =⇒ eˆ2R(x) ≡ 4πα(0)[1− ΣˆRe(x)] , (21)
where x stands for t or u. The counter terms for the gauge boson-electron vertices which
could contribute to (21) through the divergent factors
[1 + 2δZLe + δZ˜2] , [1 + 2δZRe] , (22)
for e2L, e
2
R respectively, are (as said above) absorbed in the triangle contributions N
Tri
j ;
see (28).
• e−e+ → ZZ.
The replacement to be made now in (12,13) is:
g2ZL =⇒ ĝ2ZL(x) ≡
4πα(0)(1− 2s2W )2
4s2W c
2
W
[
1− ΣˆLe(x)− Σˆ′ZZ(m2Z) +
4sW cW ΣˆγZ(m
2
Z)
(2s2W − 1)m2Z
]
,
3We follow the usual convention W 3µ = cWZµ + sWAµ and Bµ = −sWZµ + cWAµ, which has a sign
difference compared to the one in [19].
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g2ZR =⇒ ĝ2ZR(x) ≡
4πα(0)s2W
c2W
[
1− ΣˆRe(x)− Σˆ′ZZ(m2Z) +
2cW ΣˆγZ(m
2
Z)
sWm2Z
]
, (23)
while the Zee counter terms which would contribute through the additional factors[
1 + 2δZLe +
2c2W
(1− 2s2W )
δZ˜2
]
, [1 + 2δZRe] , (24)
will be put together with the triangle contributions, in order to make finite quantities;
see (41).
• e−e+ → Zγ.
The replacement in (14) is now
eLgZL =⇒ êLgZL(x) ≡ 4πα(0)(1− 2s
2
W )
2sW cW
[
1− ΣˆLe(x)− Σˆ
′
ZZ(m
2
Z)
2
+
2sW cW ΣˆγZ(m
2
Z)
(2s2W − 1)m2Z
]
,
eRgZR =⇒ êLgZR(x) ≡ − 4πα(0)sW
cW
[
1− ΣˆRe(x)− Σˆ
′
ZZ(m
2
Z)
2
+
cW ΣˆγZ(m
2
Z)
sWm2Z
]
, (25)
while the additional divergent factors[
1 + 2δZLe +
(3− 4s2W )
2(1− 2s2W )
δZ˜2
]
, [1 + 2δZRe] (26)
generated by the counter terms, will again be put together with the triangle contributions
in (57).
The complete expressions of the various self-energy functions and counter terms are
given in Appendix C.
3.3 Triangle contributions
These arise from triangle diagrams of the type depicted in Fig.1d, 1e and from the dia-
grams in Fig.1f which induce ”anomalous neutral gauge couplings” NAGC [16]. Below
and in Appendix D, we give the complete expressions for these contributions, while in
Appendix E we quote their dominant leading logarithmic contribution when s, t, u are
all much larger than all internal and external masses. As already said, these ”Triangle”
contributions to the various NTrij amplitudes, also include the counter term factors in (22,
24, 26), which guarantee their finiteness. This has been checked using the expressions in
Appendix D.
• e−e+ → γγ
In this case, the diagram of the type Fig.1d gives the SM contributions generated by loops
involving the particle-strings
(abc) ≡ (γee), (Zee), (νeWW ) ,
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while the MSSM contributions involve
(abc) ≡ (ν˜eχ˜+i χ˜+j ), (χ˜0i e˜e˜) .
The generic diagram Fig.1e only induces an SM contribution involving the particle-
strings
(abc) ≡ (νeWW ) ,
containing the 4-leg WWγγ coupling. There is no NAGC contribution from Fig.1f, for
two on-shell final photons.
The resulting contributions to the NTrij functions are
NTri1 = N
Tri
2 = α
2
[2T γt + T ′γt
t
+
2T γu + T
′γ
u
u
+N ′′γ1 PL
]
NTri3 = 0 ,
NTri4 = α
2
[2T γt
t
− 2T
γ
u
u
]
. (27)
Separating the L,R parts of T terms in (27), and adding the divergent counter term
corrections generated from (22), we write
T γ ≡ [T γL + δγL]PL + [T γR + δγR]PR , (28)
with
δγL = − 4π
α
[δZLe +
1
2
δZ˜2] , (29)
δγR = − 4π
α
δZRe (30)
obtained from (22), and
T ′γ ≡ T ′γLPL + T ′γRPR . (31)
The SM contributions arising from the triangles involving γ, Z, W exchanges are then
written as
T γL SMt = b
L
γ (t) +
(2s2W − 1)2
4s2W c
2
W
bLZ(t) +
1
2s2W
bLW (t) , (32)
T γR SMt = b
R
γ (t) +
s2W
c2W
bRZ(t) , (33)
T ′γL SMt = a
L
γ (t) +
(2s2W − 1)2
4s2W c
2
W
aLZ(t) +
1
2s2W
aLW (t) , (34)
T ′γR SMt = a
R
γ (t) +
s2W
c2W
aRZ(t) , (35)
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while the MSSM contributions due to triangles involving chargino or neutralino exchanges
are
T γL MSSMt = −
1
s2W
bL2χ˜(t)−
1
s2W c
2
W
bL1χ˜(t) , (36)
T γR MSSMt = −
4
c2W
bR1χ˜(t) , (37)
T ′γL MSSMt = −
1
s2W
aL2χ˜(t)−
1
s2W c
2
W
aL1χ˜(t) , (38)
T ′γR MSSMt = −
4
c2W
aR1χ˜(t) , (39)
where aL,Ri , b
L,R
i and N
′′γ
1 corresponding to each triangle diagram are given in (D.1, D.2)
in terms of Passarino-Veltman functions [20], in which the internal propagator masses are
determined by the particle-strings mentioned above. The analogous u-channel expressions
are obtained correspondingly.
The results for the asymptotic regime where s, t, u are much larger than all internal
propagator masses, are given in Appendix E.
• e−e+ → ZZ
The diagrams of the type of Fig.1d supply the SM contributions due to the particle-strings
(abc) ≡ (γee), (Zee), (Wνeνe), (νeWW ) ,
and the MSSM ones through
(abc) ≡ (ν˜eχ˜+i χ˜+j ), (e˜χ˜0i χ˜0j), (χ˜+i ν˜eν˜e), (χ˜0i e˜e˜) .
The diagram of Fig.1e induces just an SM contribution for
(abc) ≡ (νeWW ) ,
involving theWWZZ coupling. Finally, Fig.1f, which can only involve a fermionic triangle
(leptons and quarks in SM, and charginos and neutralinos in MSSM), supplies the NAGC
contribution to the couplings f γ,Z5 [16].
The set of these triangular contributions is described as
NTri1 = N
Tri
2 = α
2
[2TZt + T ′Zt
t
+
2TZu + T
′Z
u
u
+N ′′Z1 PL
]
,
NTri3 = N
Tri
9 = 0 ,
NTri4 = α
2
[2TZt
t
− 2T
Z
u
u
]
,
NTri5 = α
2
[(m2Z − t
s
) 2TZt
t
+
1
u
((u− s−m2Z)
s
2TZu − T ′Zu
)
+N ′′Z5 PL
]
+NAGC5 ,
NTri6 = −NTri8 = α2
[
− 2
s
(2TZt
t
+
2TZu
u
)]
+NAGC6 ,
NTri7 = α
2
[1
t
((t−m2Z − s)
s
2TZt − T ′Zt
)
+
(m2Z − u
s
) 2TZu
u
+N ′′Z5 PL
]
+NAGC7 . (40)
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The (L,R) decompositions for T and T ′ above, after including also the divergent Zee
counter terms from (24), become
TZ ≡ 2s
2
W − 1
2sW cW
[TZL + δZL]PL +
sW
cW
[TZR + δZR]PR , (41)
with
δZL = −
(
2π(2s2W − 1)
αsW cW
)
[δZLe +
c2W
1− 2s2W
δZ˜2] , (42)
δZR = −
(
4πsW
αcW
)
δZRe , (43)
and
T ′Z ≡ 2s
2
W − 1
2sW cW
T ′ZLPL +
sW
cW
T ′ZRPR . (44)
The SM Figs.1d,e triangle contributions to them are given by
TZL SMt =
2s2W − 1
2sW cW
bLγ (t) +
(2s2W − 1)3
8s3W c
3
W
bLZ(t) +
1
4s3W cW
b′′LW (t)−
cW
2s3W
b′LW (t) , (45)
TZR SMt =
sW
cW
bRγ (t) +
s3W
c3W
bRZ(t) , (46)
T ′ZL SMt =
2s2W − 1
2sW cW
aLγ (t) +
(2s2W − 1)3
8s3W c
3
W
aLZ(t) +
1
4s3W cW
a′′LW (t)−
cW
2s3W
a′LW (t) , (47)
T ′ZR SMt =
sW
cW
aRγ (t) +
s3W
c3W
aRZ(t) , (48)
while the MSSM contributions are
TZL MSSMt = −
1
4s3W c
3
W
b′L2χ˜(t) +
1
2s3W cW
b′′L2χ˜ (t)−
1
s3W cW
b′L1χ˜(t) +
1
2s3W c
3
W
b′′L1χ˜ (t) , (49)
TZR MSSMt = −
1
4s3W c
3
W
b′R2χ˜(t) +
1
2s3W c
3
W
b′′R1χ˜ (t) , (50)
T ′ZL MSSMt = −
1
4s3W c
3
W
a′L2χ˜(t) +
1
2s3W cW
a′′L2χ˜ (t)−
1
s3W cW
a′L1χ˜(t) +
1
2s3W c
3
W
a′′L1χ˜ (t) ,(51)
T ′ZR MSSMt = −
1
4s3W c
3
W
a′R2χ˜(t) +
1
2s3W c
3
W
a′′R1χ˜ (t) , (52)
where aL,Ri , b
L,R
i , N
′′Z
1,5 are calculated from the diagrams in Figs.1d,1e and given in (D.3,
D.4).
Finally, the NAGC contribution induced from Fig.1f in (40) is
NAGC5 = −NAGC7 =
[2(m2Z − u)
s
− 1
]
NAGC ,
NAGC6 = −NAGC8 =
4
s
NAGC , (53)
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with
NAGC =
( e2
m2Z
)[
f γ5 (PR − PL)− fZ5
(1− 2s2W
2sW cW
PL +
sW
cW
PR
)]
, (54)
where f γ,Z5 are taken from [17], apart from the neutralino loop case with general mixings
which was not considered in [17] and is given in (D.5).
As for the γγ production case, the dominant logarithmic terms in the asymptotic
regime where s, t, u are much larger than all internal propagator masses, are given in
Appendix E.
• e−e+ → Zγ
Contributions in this case arise from diagrams of type Fig.1d already considered for the
e−e+ → γγ and e−e+ → ZZ process. In addition we also have the (νeWW ) contribution
from the diagram of Fig.1e with the 4-legWWγZ vertex, and a Fig.1f NAGC contribution
to the couplings hγ,Z3 [16, 17] containing a fermionic triangle consisting of leptons, quarks in
SM, and charginos, neutralinos in MSSM. The whole set of these triangular contributions
may be written as
NTri1 = α
2
[(
1−m
2
Z
s
)(T γZt
t
+
T γZu
u
)
+
T ′γZt
t
+
T ′γZu
u
+N ′′γZ1
]
+NAGC γZ1 ,
NTri2 = α
2
[(
1 +
m2Z
s
)(T γZt
t
+
T γZu
u
)
+
T ′Zγt
t
+
T ′Zγu
u
+N ′′γZ1
]
+NAGC γZ2 ,
NTri3 = N
Tri
9 = 0 , ,
NTri4 = α
2
[T γZt
t
− T
γZ
u
u
]
,
NTri5 = α
2
[(u− s
s
)T γZu
u
+
(m2Z − t
s
)T γZt
t
− T
′γZ
u
u
+N ′′γZ5
]
+NAGC γZ5 ,
NTri6 = α
2
[
− 2
s
(T γZt
t
+
T γZu
u
)]
+NAGC γZ6 . (55)
Decomposing T γZ , T ′γZ , T ′Zγ in their L,R components as
T ≡ TLPL + TRPR , (56)
in analogy with (28) and including also the divergent contributions from Sect.3.2, already
defined in (29, 30, 42, 43), we get
T γZLt = −[TZLt + δZL]−
(2s2W − 1
2sW cW
)
[T γLt + δ
γL] ,
T γZRt = −[TZRt + δZR]−
sW
cW
[T γRt + δ
γR] , (57)
and
T ′γZLt = −T ′ZLt T ′γZRt = −T ′ZRt
T ′ZγLt = −
(2s2W − 1
2sW cW
)
T ′γLt T
′ZγL
t = −
sW
cW
T ′γRt , (58)
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using the triangle functions already defined for the γγ and ZZ cases in (32-39, 45-52).
The quantities N ′′γZ1,5 are derived from Fig.1e and given in (D.6)
Finally, the NAGC parts induced by the diagram in Fig.1f are
NAGC γZ1 = − NAGC γZ2 =
(
1−m
2
Z
s
)
NAGC γZ ,
NAGC γZ5 =
u
s
NAGC γZ ,
NAGC γZ6 = −
2
s
NAGC γZ ,
NAGC γZ =
e2
m2Z
[
hγ3(PR − PL)− hZ3
(1− 2s2W
2sW cW
PL +
sW
cW
PR
)]
, (59)
with the form factors hγ, Z3 obtained from [17].
The leading logarithmic terms in the asymptotic regime are again given in Appendix
E.
3.4 Box contributions
The generic box diagrams contributing to the processes e+e− → V ′V are shown in Fig.1g,h
labeled as (abcd), according to the particles in the four propagators. There are seven
kinds (k = 1, ...7) of such box contributions, which combined with the nature of particles
(fermion f , vector V , scalar S) running inside the loop, create altogether 11 types of
contributions labeled as
type 1: Fig.1g(V fff); type 2: Fig.1g(fV V V );
type 3: Fig.1h(V ffV ); type 4A, 4B, 4C, 4D: Fig.1g(Sfff);
type 5: Fig.1g(fSSS); type 6A, 6B: Fig.1g(SffS);
type 7: Fig.1g(fV SV ).
Concerning the above list, we should note that the separation of the k = 4 contributions
into four parts labeled 4A, 4B, 4C and 4D, and the analogous separation of the k = 6
ones into 6A and 6B, is induced by the appearance of different combinations of the kinetic
and mass parts in the fermion propagators.
The generic contributions to each of these eleven types are denoted as N¯k, Boxj (s, t, u)
and expressed in terms of Passarino-Veltman functions [20]. Because of their complexity,
we only write in Appendix F their leading logarithmic contributions, which serve also
to define them. MATHEMATICA and FORTRAN codes determining N¯k, Boxj (s, t, u) in
terms of the Passarino-Veltman functions, are available upon request.
Multiplying the N¯k, Boxj (s, t, u) functions by the appropriate coupling combinations,
we obtain the contributions NBoxj to be inserted in (19). These are given below in the
SM and MSSM cases, for each of the three neutral gauge boson production processes
considered.
• e−e+ → γγ
The SM contributions arise from the type 1 boxes: (γeee) and (Zeee), the type 2:
13
(νeW
+W+W+), and the type 7: (νeW
+G+W+). The additional MSSM contributions
come from the type 4 boxes: (ν˜eχ˜
+
i χ˜
+
j χ˜
+
k ), and the type 5: (χ˜
0
i e˜e˜e˜). These are
Nγγ SM Boxj = α
2
{
N¯1,Boxj (γ)[PL + PR] + N¯
1,Box
j (Z)
[(2s2W − 1)2
4s2W c
2
W
PL +
s2W
c2W
PR
]
+N¯2,Boxj (W )
[ 1
2s2W
PL
]
+ N¯7,Boxj (G
+)
[m2W
2s2W
PL
]
+ ”sym”
}
, (60)
Nγγ MSSM Boxj = α
2
{
− 1
s2W
∑
i
|Z+1i|2[N¯4Aj +M2χ˜i(N¯4Bj + N¯4Cj + N¯4Dj )]PL
+
1
2s2W c
2
W
∑
i
|ZN1i sW + ZN2i cW |2N¯5j (e˜L)PL
+
2
c2W
∑
i
|ZN1i |2N¯5j (e˜R)PR + ”sym”
}
, (61)
where +”sym” implies symmetrizations of the form
N¯k,Box1 +
¯˜N
k,Box
2 , N¯
k,Box
2 +
¯˜N
k,Box
1 , N¯
k,Box
3 − ¯˜N
k,Box
3 , N¯
k,Box
4 − ¯˜N
k,Box
4 ,
N¯k,Box5 +
¯˜N
k,Box
7 , N¯
k,Box
6 − ¯˜N
k,Box
8 , N¯
k,Box
7 +
¯˜N
k,Box
5 ,
N¯k,Box8 − ¯˜N
k,Box
6 , N¯
k,Box
9 − ¯˜N
k,Box
9 , (62)
in which ¯˜N j is constructed from N¯j by interchanging t ⇔ u and V ⇔ V ′. The notation
for the chargino and neutralino mixing matrices appearing in (61) (and (64,66) below), is
summarized in Appendix B.
• e−e+ → ZZ
The SM contributions arise from type 1: (γeee), (Zeee), (Wνeνeνe); type 2: (νeWWW );
type 7: (eZHSMZ) and (νeW
+G+W+); and type 3: (WνeνeW ). These are
NZZ SM Boxj = α
2
{
N¯1,Boxj (γ)
[(2s2W − 1)2
4s2W c
2
W
PL +
s2W
c2W
PR
]
+ N¯1,Boxj (Z)
[(2s2W − 1)4
16s4W c
4
W
PL
+
s4W
c4W
PR
]
+ N¯1,Boxj (W )
[ 1
8s4W c
2
W
PL
]
+ N¯2,Boxj (W )
[ c2W
2s4W
PL
]
+ N¯3,Boxj (W )
[ 1
4s4W
PL
]
+N¯7,Boxj (G
+)
[m2W
2c2W
PL
]
+ N¯7,Boxj (HSM)
[m2W [(2s2W − 1)2PL + 4s4WPR]
4s4W c
6
W
]
+ ”sym”
}
.(63)
The additional MSSM contributions arise from type 4: (ν˜eχ˜
+
i χ˜
+
j χ˜
+
k ), (e˜χ˜
0
i χ˜
0
j χ˜
0
k); type
5: (χ˜+i ν˜eν˜eν˜e), (χ˜
0
i e˜e˜e˜); and from
4 type 3: [(eZH0Z)+(eZh0Z) - (eZHSMZ)], and type 6:
4In order to get the ”additional MSSM contribution due to H0, h0” which should added to the SM
one without making a double counting of the Higgs sector, one has to subtract the HSM contribution.
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(ν˜eχ˜
+
i χ˜
+
j ν˜e), (e˜χ˜
0
i χ˜
0
j e˜). They are given by
NZZ MSSM Boxj = α
2
{
− 1
4s4W c
2
W
∑
ilk
Z+∗1i Z
+
1k[N¯
4A
j (Z
+
1iZ
+∗
1l + δil(1− 2s2W ))(Z+1lZ+∗1k
+δlk(1− 2s2W )) +Mχ˜iMχ˜kN¯4Bj (Z−1iZ−∗1l + δil(1− 2s2W ))(Z−1lZ−∗1k + δlk(1− 2s2W ))
+Mχ˜iMχ˜lN¯
4C
j (Z
−
1iZ
−∗
1l + δil(1− 2s2W ))(Z+1lZ+∗1k + δlk(1− 2s2W ))
+Mχ˜lMχ˜kN¯
4D
j (Z
+
1iZ
+∗
1l + δil(1− 2s2W ))(Z−1lZ−∗1k + δlk(1− 2s2W )) ]PL
− 1
8s4W c
4
W
∑
ilk
(ZN∗1i sW + Z
N∗
2i cW )(Z
N
1ksW + Z
N
2kcW )
·[N¯4Aj (e˜L)(ZN4iZN∗4l − ZN3iZN∗3l )(ZN4lZN∗4k − ZN3lZN∗3k )
+Mχ˜0iMχ˜0kN¯
4B
j (e˜L)(Z
N∗
4i Z
N
4l − ZN∗3i ZN3l )(ZN∗4l ZN4k − ZN∗3l ZN3k)
−Mχ˜0iMχ˜0l N¯4Cj (e˜L)(ZN∗4i ZN4l − ZN∗3i ZN3l )(ZN4lZN∗4k − ZN3lZN∗3k )
−Mχ˜0
l
Mχ˜0
k
N¯4Dj (e˜L)(Z
N
4iZ
N∗
4l − ZN3iZN∗3l )(ZN∗4l ZN4k − ZN∗3l ZN3k) ]PL
− 1
2s2W c
4
W
∑
ilk
ZN1iZ
N∗
1k [N¯
4A
j (e˜R)(Z
N∗
4i Z
N
4l − ZN∗3i ZN3l )(ZN∗4l ZN4k − ZN∗3l ZN3k)
+Mχ˜0iMχ˜0kN¯
4B
j (e˜R)(Z
N
4iZ
N∗
4l − ZN3iZN∗3l )(ZN4lZN∗4k − ZN3lZN∗3k )
−Mχ˜0iMχ˜0l N¯
4C
j (e˜R)(Z
N
4iZ
N∗
4l − ZN3iZN∗3l )(ZN∗4l ZN4k − ZN∗3l ZN3k)
−Mχ˜0
l
Mχ˜0
k
N¯4Dj (e˜R)(Z
N∗
4i Z
N
4l − ZN∗3i ZN3l )(ZN4lZN∗4k − ZN3lZN∗3k ) ]PR
+
1
4s4W c
2
W
∑
i
|Z+1i|2N¯5j (ν˜L)PL +
(1− 2s2W )2
8s4W c
4
W
∑
i
|ZN1i sW + ZN2i cW |2N¯5j (e˜L)PL
+
(2s2W )
c4W
∑
i
|ZN1i |2N¯5j (e˜R)PR +
1
4s4W c
2
W
∑
il
Z+∗1i Z
+
1l (N¯
6A
j (Z
+
1iZ
+∗
1l + δil(1− 2s2W ))
−Mχ˜iMχ˜lN¯6Bj (Z−1iZ−∗1l + δil(1− 2s2W )) )PL
+
1− 2s2W
8s4W c
4
W
∑
il
(ZN∗1i sW + Z
N∗
2i cW )(Z
N
1l sW + Z
N
2l cW )[N¯
6A
j (e˜L)(Z
N
4iZ
N∗
4l − ZN3iZN∗3l )
+Mχ˜0
i
Mχ˜0
l
N¯6Bj (e˜L)(Z
N∗
4i Z
N
4l − ZN∗3i ZN3l )]PL
+
1
c4W
∑
il
ZN1iZ
N∗
1l [N¯
6A
j (e˜R)(Z
N∗
4i Z
N
4l − ZN∗3i ZN3l )
+Mχ˜0iMχ˜0l N¯
6B
j (e˜R)(Z
N
4iZ
N∗
4l − ZN3iZN∗3l )]PR
+[N¯7,Boxj (H
0)cos2(β − α) + N¯7,Boxj (h0)sin2(β − α)− N¯7,Boxj (HSM)]
·[m
2
W ((2s
2
W − 1)2PL + 4s4WPR)
4s4W c
6
W
] + ”sym”
}
. (64)
• e−e+ → Zγ
The SM contributions come from type 1: (γeee), (Zeee); type 2: (νeW
+W+W+); type 7:
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(νeW
+G+W+); and from type 3: (νeWWνe). They give
NγZ SM Boxj = α
2
{[
N¯1,Boxj (γ)
((1− 2s2W )
2sW cW
PL − sW
cW
PR
)
+ N¯1,Boxj (Z)
((1− 2s2W )3
8s3W c
3
W
PL
−s
3
W
c3W
PR
)
+ N¯2,Boxj (W )
cW
2s3W
PL − N¯7,Boxj (G+)
m2W
2sW cW
PL + ”sym”
]
+N¯3,Boxj (W )
1
4s3W cW
PL (no ”sym”)
}
. (65)
The additional MSSM contributions are from type 4: (ν˜eχ˜
+
i χ˜
+
j χ˜
+
k ); type 5: (χ˜
0
i e˜e˜e˜);
and type 6: (ν˜eχ˜
+
i χ˜
+
j ν˜e), (χ˜
0
i e˜e˜χ˜
0
j ).
NγZ MSSM Boxj = α
2
{
− 1
2s3W cW
∑
ik
Z+∗1i Z
+
1k { N¯4Aj (Z+1iZ+∗1k + δik(1− 2s2W ))
+Mχ˜iMχ˜k(N¯
4B
j + N¯
4D
j )(Z
−
1iZ
−∗
1k + δik(1− 2s2W )) +M2χ˜iN¯4Cj (Z+1iZ+∗1k + δik(1− 2s2W ))
+[N¯4Aj (Z
+
1iZ
+∗
1k + δik(1− 2s2W )) +Mχ˜iMχ˜k(N¯4Bj + N¯4Cj )(Z−1iZ−∗1k + δik(1− 2s2W ))
+M2χ˜kN¯
4D
j (Z
+
1iZ
+∗
1k + δik(1− 2s2W ))]sym } PL
+
[(1− 2s2W )
4s3W c
3
W
∑
i
|ZN1i sW + ZN2i cW |2N¯5j (e˜L)PL −
2sW
c3W
∑
i
|ZN1i |2N¯5j (e˜R)PR + ”sym”
]
+
1
2s3W cW
∑
i
|Z+1i|2[N¯6Aj − |Mχ˜i|2N¯6Bj ]PL +
1
4s3W c
3
W
∑
il
(ZN∗1i sW + Z
N∗
2i cW )(Z
N
1l sW
+ZN2l cW )[(Z
N
4iZ
N∗
4l − ZN3iZN∗3l )N¯6Aj (e˜L) +Mχ˜0iMχ˜0l N¯
6B
j (e˜L)(Z
N∗
4i Z
N
4l − ZN∗3i ZN3l )]symPL
− 1
sW c3W
∑
il
ZN1iZ
N∗
1l [(Z
N∗
4i Z
N
4l − ZN∗3i ZN3l )N¯6Aj (e˜R)
+Mχ˜0iMχ˜0l N¯
6B
j (e˜R)(Z
N
4iZ
N∗
4l − ZN3iZN∗3l )]sym PR
}
. (66)
In all cases, the symmetrization ”sym” is done according to the rules given in (62).
4 Asymptotic amplitudes at one loop
It is interesting to construct asymptotic expressions for the Nj invariant amplitudes for
the processes e−e+ → γγ, Zγ, ZZ, which should in principle be valid when (s, t, u) are
much larger than m2Z and any of the masses of the particles in the loop. Such asymptotic
expressions for the N ren+Bornj , N
Tri
j and N
Box
j parts of these invariant amplitudes, are given
in Appendices E and F.
These asymptotic expressions are very interesting since they provide a simple picture
for the physical amplitudes, which turns out to approximate the exact 1-loop results at the
percent level, as soon as we pass the one TeV energy range. We give them below for each
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of the Nj amplitudes, always omitting N3 and N9, which never receive any leading-log
contribution.
• Nj(e−e+ → γγ); (j = 1, 2, 4)
Nj ≃ NBorn,Lj [1 + c(γ)L + c(Z)L + c(W )L + c(MSSM)L ] + d(W )j,L
+NBorn,Rj [c
(γ)
R + c
(Z)
R + c
(MSSM)
R ] . (67)
The structure of this expression is very intuitive. It consists of the Born term (10), to
which the universal leading-log correction factors generated by
c
(γ)
L = c
(γ)
R =
α
4π
[
3 ln
s
M2γ
− ln2 s
M2γ
]
, (68)
c
(Z)
L =
α(2s2W − 1)2
16πs2W c
2
W
[
3 ln
s
m2Z
− ln2 s
m2Z
]
, c
(Z)
R =
αs2W
4πc2W
[
3 ln
s
m2Z
− ln2 s
m2Z
]
, (69)
c
(W )
L =
α
8πs2W
[
(3 ln
s
m2W
− ln2 s
m2W
) − 2 ln2 s
m2W
]
, (70)
c
(MSSM)
L = −
α(1 + 2c2W )
16πs2W c
2
W
ln
s
m2W
, c
(MSSM)
R = −
α
4πc2W
ln
s
m2W
, (71)
are applied. These corrections are generated by diagrams involving photon, Z, W and
MSSM partner exchanges. In the photon correction (68), the quantity Mγ has been
introduced, which separates the ultraviolet and infrared contributions, the latter being
generally absorbed to the so-called electromagnetic radiative corrections. In addition to
these corrections, the W exchange boxes also induce an angular dependent contribution
d
(W )
j,L =
α2
s2W
PL
{
ηjt
[
2 ln
s
m2W
ln
1− cos θ
2
+ ln2
1− cos θ
2
]
+ηju
[
2 ln
s
m2W
ln
1 + cos θ
2
+ ln2
1 + cos θ
2
]}
, (72)
where
η1,2t =
1
t
, η4t =
1
t
+
2
s
, η1,2u =
1
u
, η4u = −
1
u
− 2
s
. (73)
TakingMγ ≃ mZ ≃ mW , one gets from (68-71) the universal SM combinations [11, 12]
c
(γ)
L + c
(Z)
L + c
(W )
L =
α(1 + 2c2W )
16πs2Wc
2
W
[
3 ln
s
m2W
− ln2 s
m2W
]
− α
4πs2W
ln2
s
m2W
,
c
(γ)
R + c
(Z)
R =
α
4πc2W
[
3 ln
s
m2W
− ln2 s
m2W
]
, (74)
and the MSSM ones [9]
c
(γ)
L + c
(Z)
L + c
(W )
L + c
(MSSM)
L =
α(1 + 2c2W )
16πs2W c
2
W
[
2 ln
s
m2W
− ln2 s
m2W
]
− α
4πs2W
ln2
s
m2W
,
c
(γ)
R + c
(Z)
R + c
(MSSM)
R = [
α
4π
][
1
c2W
][2 ln
s
m2W
− ln2 s
m2W
] , (75)
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which satisfy the rules established in [12, 13]. Indeed, we find again that the radiative
corrections associated to the electron line create the logarithmic factors [3 ln(s/m2W ) −
ln2(s/m2W )] in SM, and [2 ln(s/m
2
W ) − ln2(s/m2W )] in MSSM; while their coefficients are
determined by5 α/(4π)[Ie(Ie+1)/s
2
W+Y
2
e /(4c
2
W )], which equals to α(1+2c
2
W )/(16πs
2
W c
2
W )
for the Left case, and α/(4πc2W ) for the Right case [12, 13]. The photon lines supply the
additional term −α/(4πs2W ) ln2(s/m2W ) in (74,75) [12, 13].
The non universal angular dependent term d
(W )
j,L in (72), is a specific SM gauge W box
contribution whose coefficient is fixed by the γWW coupling [12, 13].
• Nj(e−e+ → Zγ); (j = 1, 2, 4, 5, 6)
The asymptotic expressions now are
Nj ≃ NBorn,Lj [c(γ)L + c(Z)L + c(W )L + c(MSSM)L ] + d(W )j,L
+NBorn,Rj [c
(γ)
R + c
(Z)
R + c
(MSSM)
R ] , (76)
with
c
(γ)
L = c
(γ)
R =
α
4π
[
3 ln
s
M2γ
− ln2 s
M2γ
]
,
c
(Z)
L =
α(2s2W − 1)2
16πs2W c
2
W
[
3 ln
s
m2Z
− ln2 s
m2Z
]
, c
(Z)
R =
αs2W
4πc2W
[3 ln
s
m2Z
− ln2 s
m2Z
] ,
c
(W )
L =
α
8πs2W
[(
3 ln
s
m2W
− ln2 s
m2W
)
+
(3− 4s2W )
(2s2W − 1)
(
ln2
s
m2W
)]
,
c
(MSSM)
L = −
α(1 + 2c2W )
16πs2W c
2
W
ln
s
m2W
, c
(MSSM)
R = −
α
4πc2W
ln2
s
m2W
, (77)
d
(W )
j,L =
α2
4s3W cW
PL
{
ηjt
[
2 ln
s
m2W
ln
1− cos θ
2
+ ln2
1− cos θ
2
]
+ηju
[
2 ln
s
m2W
ln
1 + cos θ
2
+ ln2
1 + cos θ
2
]}
, (78)
and
η1,2t = −
s
2
η6t =
3− 4s2W
t
− 1
u
, η1,2u = −
s
2
η6u =
3− 4s2W
u
− 1
t
,
η4t =
3− 4s2W
t
+
1
u
+
8c2W
s
, η4u = −
3− 4s2W
u
− 1
t
− 8c
2
W
s
,
η5t =
1
u
+
4c2W
s
, η5u = −
3− 4s2W
u
− 4c
2
W
s
. (79)
The universal SM and MSSM contribution of the electron line are again found to be in
agreement with (74,75) [12]. There exist an additional c
(W )
L contribution though in (77),
5Here Ie refers to the total isospin of the electron e, while Ye = 2(Qe − I(3)e ). The same formulae
should apply also to any quark or lepton, and to their supersymmetric partners.
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caused by the Zγ final state. The angular dependent box term d
(W )
j,L fixed by the γWW
and the ZWW couplings [12].
• Nj(e−e+ → ZZ); (j = 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)
In a similar way we have
Nj ≃ NBorn,Lj [c(γ)L + c(Z)L + c(W )L + c(MSSM)L ] + d(W )j,L
+NBorn,Rj [c
(γ)
R + c
(Z)
R + c
(MSSM)
R ] , (80)
with
c
(γ)
L = c
(γ)
R =
α
4π
[
3 ln
s
M2γ
− ln2 s
M2γ
]
,
c
(Z)
L =
α(2s2W − 1)2
16πs2W c
2
W
[
3 ln
s
m2Z
− ln2 s
m2Z
]
, c
(Z)
R =
αs2W
4πc2W
[
3 ln
s
m2Z
− ln2 s
m2Z
]
,
c
(W )
L =
α
8πs2W
[(
3 ln
s
m2W
− ln2 s
m2W
)
+
4c2W
2s2W − 1
(
ln2
s
m2W
)]
,
c
(MSSM)
L = −
α(1 + 2c2W )
16πs2W c
2
W
ln
s
m2W
, c
(MSSM)
R = −
α
4πc2W
ln2
s
m2W
, (81)
d
(W )
j,L =
α2
2s4W
PL
{
ηjt
[
2 ln
s
m2W
ln
1− cos θ
2
+ ln2
1− cos θ
2
]
+ηju
[
2 ln
s
m2W
ln
1 + cos θ
2
+ ln2
1 + cos θ
2
]}
, (82)
with
η1,2t =
1− 2s2W
t
− 1
u
, η1,2u =
1− 2s2W
u
− 1
t
,
η4t =
1− 2s2W
t
+
1
u
+
4c2W
s
, η4u = −
1− 2s2W
u
− 1
t
− 4c
2
W
s
,
η5t =
1
u
+
2c2W
s
, η5u = −
1− 2s2W
u
− 2c
2
W
s
,
η6t = −η8t = −
2
s
[1− 2s2W
t
− 1
u
]
, η6u = −η8u = −
2
s
[1− 2s2W
u
− 1
t
]
,
η7t =
2s2W − 1
t
− 2c
2
W
s
, η7u =
1
t
+
2c2W
s
. (83)
As expected, the universal electron line SM and MSSM contributions to (81), are
the same, as in the γγ case [12]. The only modifications are due to the ZZ final state
universal contribution c
(W )
L , and the angular dependent term d
(W )
j,L determined by the
ZWW coupling.
Finally we should comment about the asymptotic behaviour of the longitudinal ZZ
production amplitudes. Contrary to the Born level TT amplitudes which behave like a
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constant at asymptotic energies, and the TL ones which vanish only like mZ/
√
s, the LL
amplitudes diminish like m2Z/s. This latter property can be explicitly seen in
FBornλ00 ≃ − (2λ)
16m2Z
s
cos θ
sin θ
{(2s2W − 1)2
4s2W c
2
W
PL +
s2W
c2W
PR
}
. (84)
When one loop effects are included, the asymptotic behaviours of the TT and TL
remain largely the same, modified only by logarithmic enhancements determined by (80,
81), and (to a lesser extent) (82). But for the LL amplitudes a strikingly different structure
arises, since the rapidly vanishing ∼ m2Z/s Born behaviour is replaced by a logarithmically
increasing one involving ln2 |t|/M2 and ln2 |u|/M2 terms. This structure is induced by
Higgs sector Box diagrams, whose contribution asymptotically dominates the tree-level
one.
The simplest way to obtain it, is to use the equivalence theorem and consider the
processes e+e− → G0G0. Since in the me = 0 limit this later process has no Born term,
its only contribution comes from the boxes (eZHZ) and (νWGW ), where H stands for
the standard Higgs boson in SM, while in MSSM it represents a mixture of the CP-even
states H0 and the h0. The resulting asymptotic helicity amplitudes then is
Fλ00 ≃ (2λ)α
2 sin θ
4
{
[ln2
|t|
m2W
− ln2 |u|
m2W
]
}{( 1
s4W
+
(2s2W − 1)2
2s4W c
4
W
)
PL +
( 2
c4W
)
PR
}
≃ (2λ)α
2 sin θ
2
ln
( s
m2W
)
ln
(1− cosθ
1 + cosθ
){( 1
s4W
+
(2s2W − 1)2
2s4W c
4
W
)
PL +
( 2
c4W
)
PR
}
, (85)
in both, SM and MSSM. Thus, at sufficiently high energy, the order α2 contribution of
(85), becomes larger than the (suppressed) Born LL contribution of (84). We note that
the cross-over of these two terms is around 1TeV.
Note also that, asymptotically, there is no difference between the SM and the MSSM
predictions for longitudinal ZZ production. This is due to the fact that the H0 contribu-
tion is proportional to cos2(β − α) and the h0 one proportional to sin2(β −α), producing
a result identical to the SM one.
5 Numerical Illustrations
Results for e+e− → γγ
Due to the electron exchange diagrams in the t and u channels, the angular distribution is
strongly peaked in the forward and backward directions. Because of detection difficulties
along the beam directions, we only consider scattering angles larger than 30o and smaller
than 150o. The Born contribution is then shown for unpolarized beams and energies at
0.5 TeV and 5 TeV in Figs.2a,b.
The 1-loop6 radiative correction effects in the angular distribution, are described in
Figs.2c,d, presenting the ratios of the unpolarized differential cross sections to the Born
6The numerical computation of the Passarino-Veltman functions is done using the FF-package [21].
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contribution dσ/dσBorn, for SM and a representative set of MSSM SUGRA models sug-
gested in [22, 23]. As seen in these figures, the effect of the radiative corrections is always
negative and increases with the energy and scattering angle. In the SM case it is of about
−7% at 0.5TeV, and −27% at 5TeV. The differences among the various MSSM cases and
the SM one, are within ±1%.
The total cross section is calculated by integrating for scattering angles in the region
30o < θ < 150o. The Born contributions to it for all e−e+ → γγ, γZ, ZZ processes,
and various polarization of the final Z states, are shown in Figs.3. Since the dominant
Born amplitudes are energy-independent at high energies, the integrated cross sections
decrease like 1/s, as shown in Figs.3.
The radiative corrections to the integrated cross sections are described in Figs.4a,
by the ratios σ/σBorn of the total cross section to the Born one, for SM and the afore-
mentioned set of MSSM models. The energy behaviour of these ratios agrees with the
asymptotic leading log expressions (74) and (75), for SM and MSSM respectively. Ac-
cording to them, the main difference between SM and MSSM at high energy, stems from
the respective factors (3 ln s− ln2 s) and (2 ln s− ln2 s), and is independent of any other
MSSM parameter. A measurement of the coefficient of the linear log term, could thus
provide a signature discriminating between SM and MSSM. The magnitude of the effect
is determined by the remark that if one puts an additional constant to the asymptotic
cross section expression, and fits its value so that it agrees with the exact 1-loop result at
5TeV, then the departure at 0.2TeV appears to be at the permille level.
We also note that the above agreement between the exact 1-loop and the asymptotic
predictions for the e−e+ → γγ amplitudes, turns out to be rather insensitive to the masses
of the virtual particles running along the loops. This applies also to all cases involving
production of transverse gauge bosons; see below. On the contrary, as we will also see
below, a large sensitivity to mass effects appears in the LT e−e+ → Zγ amplitudes, as
well in the LT and LL e−e+ → ZZ ones.
The Left-Right polarization asymmetry ALR defined in (8), with all final gauge po-
larizations summed over, is shown in Fig.4b. Since there is no Born contribution in
e+e− → γγ, ALR is totally due to the electroweak loop-corrections. Comparing Figs.4a,b,
one can see that about the same type of effects appear in both, the cross sections and
the ALR asymmetries; (magnitude and sign of the SM and MSSM effects). Since ALR
should be not affected by normalization uncertainties though, its measurement may be
experimentally more interesting.
As a final comment we note that in e−e+ → γγ, there is no Higgs or NAGC contribu-
tions. So this process is suited for studying the pure gauge and the gauge-lepton coupling
structures of the electroweak corrections as well as their supersymmetric (gaugino and
gaugino-slepton) counterparts.
Results for e+e− → Zγ
The unpolarized angular distribution in the Born approximation, and its radiative cor-
rections described by the ratios of the differential cross sections dσ/dσBorn at 0.5TeV and
5TeV, are shown in Figs.5a-d. Thus, the radiative correction effects are now of about
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−8% at 0.5TeV, and −40% at 5TeV in SM; while the sensitivity to the various MSSM
models is larger than in the e−e+ → γγ process, (several percent at 0.5TeV, and few
percent at 5TeV). This increase of sensitivity is mainly due to the LT amplitudes, and
will disappear at asymptotic energies; see below. In any case, it is therefore interesting
to study separately the behaviour of the cross sections for TT and LT final Zγ states.
The Born cross sections σBorn(e
+e− → (Zγ)TT, LT ), (for producing TT or LT Zγ final
states), are shown in Figs.3a. As seen there, the TT cross section behaves like 1/s and
quickly dominates the LT one behaving as m2Z/s
2. As a result, the not-shown unpolarized
Born cross section σBorn(e
+e− → (Zγ)unp), is almost identical to σBorn(e+e− → (Zγ)TT )
for most of the energy region of the figure.
The radiative correction effects on the unpolarized, TT and LT integrated cross sec-
tions are described by the ratios in Figs.6a,b,c. Correspondingly, the radiative corrections
to the Left-Right asymmetry are constructed in Fig.6d, by subtracting the ALR(Born) =
0.2181 contribution, from the 1-loop result.
As one can see from Figs.6a,b,d, the radiative corrections to the unpolarized and TT
cross sections and to the ALR asymmetry, have a similar structure, which is also rather
close to that of the γγ case, for both the SM and MSSM aspects. We have also checked
that the high energy behaviour of the TT cross section7 agrees, with the asymptotic
logarithmic expressions of (76-79), and that its characteristics are similar to those of the
γγ case.
The radiative correction to the LT cross section presented in Figs.6c, requires a special
discussion though; since the relevant helicity amplitudes are suppressed, behaving like
M/√s. Probably because of this, they are also very sensitive to the (real and virtual)
masses involved in the various diagrams. In SM, the scale M is determined essentially
by mW,Z or mt (for the NAGC contribution); while in MSSM, the various new masses
generate a strong model dependence. Illustrations are given for the same sample of models
of [22] used in the previous figures. On can then see in Fig.6c various energy dependence
structures, induced by chargino, neutralino or slepton thresholds. These appear in an
energy range where σLT should still be measurable. At higher energies, σLT becomes very
small and marginally observable except with very high luminosity colliders.
There exist NAGC contributions to e+e− → γZ arising from the diagram in Fig.1f
involving a fermionic loop; but no Higgs contributions. The magnitude of NAGC for SM
and a representative set of MSSM models [22] is shown in Fig.7a-c, where one plots the
difference between the ratios to the Born cross sections, with and without NAGC, for
unpolarized, as well as TT and LT final gauge boson states. In Fig.7d, the difference
between the Left-Right asymmetry with and without NAGC, is also shown.
As mentioned in Section 3, the magnitude of the NAGC effects, (created by fermionic
triangular loops), decreases with energy faster than 1/s , [17]. Moreover, at high energies,
there is no interference between the NAGC and Born amplitudes because the Born TT
amplitudes involve opposite gauge helicities, while the NAGC TT amplitudes concern
equal gauge helicities only; in addition the Born LT amplitudes drop down so quickly,
7This is also true for the unpolarized cross section to which the TT part is by far the dominant one.
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that their NAGC interference is also forced to vanish quickly. Thus, the SM and MSSM
NAGC effects for the models in Figs.7 are at the permille level, and should be only
marginally observable, except with very high luminosity colliders.
It is conceivable, that forms of fermionic NP exist (beyond SM or MSSM), that only
contribute through the NAGC diagram of Fig.1f. We have looked at the sensitivity of
such contributions to the hγ3 and h
Z
3 couplings at first order, in a model independent
way [16]. Assuming a given experimental accuracy on the unpolarized integrated cross
section and the Left-Right asymmetry, we obtain observability limits for the total NAGC
contribution. Such effects are illustrated in Fig.8a, assuming 1% accuracy, and taking the
energies 0.5TeV and 1TeV.
Note that the σunp and ALR constraints are almost orthogonal, allowing a good limi-
tation on both NAGC couplings. This arises because σnp mainly depends on h
γ
3 , whereas
ALR is more sensitive to h
Z
3 ; which is just because the photon couples vectorialy, while
the Zee coupling is essentially purely axial. As seen from Fig.8a, the implied sensitivity
is likely to increase with energy. Thus, on the basis of Fig.8a, we conclude that only NP
forms inducing e.g. percent level NAGC effects, could be observable through e−e+ → Zγ
measurements.
Finally we come back to a point mentioned in the Introduction concerning the search
for NP through NAGC measurements. Since the NAGC effects are intrinsically small, it
is essential to have a good evaluation of the complete SM or MSSM radiative corrections,
before looking for possible NP contributions. For example, at 1TeV these radiative cor-
rection effects are of the order of 10% on σ or ALR, so that neglecting (or approximating)
them, would invalidate the bounds one would put on the basis of NAGC.
Results for e+e− → ZZ
The unpolarized angular distributions at 0.5TeV and 5TeV are shown in Fig.9a,b for
the Born contribution, and in Fig.9c,d for the ratio (dσ/d cos θ)/(dσ/d cos θ)Born. The
radiative correction effects are now larger than in the γγ and Zγ production cases. In
SM they reach −15% at 0.5TeV, and −58% at 5TeV. The sensitivity to MSSM models is
also increased, up to an additional −15%, especially at large angles.
The integrated Born cross sections (using the same angular cut at 30o), are given in
Figs.3b for TT, TL and LL final states. As in the γγ and Zγ cases, σTTBorn ≃ 1/s at high
energies, which is much larger than the TL or LL cross sections, and therefore almost
identical to the unpolarized one. In analogy to the Zγ case, the TL cross section is
suppressed like m2Z/s
2; while σLLBorn ≃ 1/s3, compare (84).
The energy dependence of the radiative corrections to the unpolarized and TT cross
sections is presented in Figs.10a,b; it is similar to that observed for the other processes,
and agrees with the logarithmic analysis at high energy contained in (80).
The same effects are also found in the Left-Right polarization asymmetry ALR, (for
unpolarized final ZZ states). The ALR Born value is 0.4164, and the radiative correction
to this value is shown in Fig.11a.
The radiative correction to σLT is presented in Fig.10c where, one observes a strong
model dependence, similar to the one seen in Fig.6c for the ZLγ case.
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The case of σLL is even more interesting, because of the change of behaviour around
1TeV appearing in Fig.10d. For
√
s . 1TeV, one observes a suppression like M4/s3,
already mentioned in connection with the Born LL contribution. Above 1TeV though, a
logarithmic increase arises, caused by the Higgs sector and discussed at the end of Section
4; compare (85).
Finally, in Figs.11b,c,d, we show the Higgs mass dependence of the radiative correc-
tions in the SM case, for TT, TL and LL productions. We plot the ratios to the Born
contribution, of the differences between the mH = 0.3 TeV or mH = 1 TeV cross sections,
from the mH = 0.113 TeV case.
The role of the NAGC
In the e+e− → ZZ process, the SM or MSSM NAGC contributions f γ,Z5 only exist for the
TL amplitudes [16]. In the above illustrations, the unpolarized or TL cross sections, as well
as the ALR asymmetry, are containing these contributions. The situation is different from
the e+e− → Zγ case because the roles of γ−NAGC and of Z −NAGC are interchanged
due to the different chirality structure of the Born terms which interfere with the NAGC
amplitudes. Consequently σunp is mainly sensitive to f
Z
5 whereas ALR is mainly sensitive
to f γ5 . The net NAGC effects are shown in Fig.12a-c, and as in the Zγ case, they are at
most at the permille level.
As for the Zγ case, we have also made a model independent analysis of the sensitivity
to unknown f γ,Z5 couplings, at first order in σunp and ALR. The result is shown in Fig.8b for
0.5 and 1 TeV, assuming again 1% accuracy on these observables. The orders of magnitude
and the prospects for observability are comparable to the Zγ case. Thus, SM and MSSM
contributions will be marginally observable and only stronger NP contributions may be
constrained.
6 Physics issues and Conclusions
In this paper we have made a complete analysis of the processes e+e− → γγ, γZ, ZZ,
including electroweak corrections at the one loop level in the context of SM and MSSM.
These processes are particularly interesting in various aspects. From an experimental
point of view, the final states are easy to detect. ¿¿¿From the theoretical point of view,
these processes have a simple structure providing clean tests of the properties of the
electroweak interactions. At tree level there is no s-channel term (contrary to the WW
case); the Born terms are only due to electron exchanges in the t and u channels. There
are no QCD or Yukawa contributions; the identification of the electroweak corrections
should then be very clean.
We have computed them completely, both within SM and within MSSM. We have
given these results, in analytical form, apart from the exact 1-loop Box contributions to
the 11 types of independent contributions, for which we provide MATHEMATICA and
FORTRAN codes upon request. In all cases, we have shown how the corrections are
constructed in each sector; gauge neutral, gauge charged, Higgs, and the supersymmetric
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counterparts. Special emphasis has been put to the study of how these contributions
behave with the energy, and how they match with the high energy logarithmic expressions
expected from general rules.
We have then computed numerically the effects on many possible observables at vari-
able energies; i.e. integrated cross sections, Left-Right asymmetries and angular distri-
butions, for unpolarized and polarized initial and final states. We next summarize the
results and the physics issues.
The electroweak radiative corrections are large and grow with the energy. They are of
a few percent in an energy range of at few hundreds of GeV, reaching already 10% at 1
TeV. They then continue to grow according to the logarithmic rules. Such effects should
be observable at the high precision future colliders [1, 2], whose accuracy should reach
the percent level or even better.
In e+e− → γγ, the natural observables (angular distribution at large angles, integrated
cross section, ALR asymmetry for unpolarized γγ final states) reflect the gauge (gaugino)
structure of the electroweak interactions in a clean way. Below 1 TeV, the various con-
sidered MSSM benchmark models of [22], differ from SM within the ±1% level. Above
1 TeV, the model dependence (for models involving relatively light supersymmetric par-
ticles) vanishes, and the effects match the asymptotic rules giving in MSSM a growing
contribution like 2 ln s−ln2 s (times the Born amplitude), instead of the 3 ln s−ln2 s factor
expected in SM. So at asymptotic energies, we could in principle discriminate between SM
and MSSM; although we would have no means to choose among MSSM models involving
relatively light supersymmetric particles. The ALR asymmetry shows the same effects as
the unpolarized cross section, a feature which may be experimentally interesting.
The same properties can be observed in the unpolarized or Transverse-Transverse
e+e− → Zγ, ZZ cross sections andALR asymmetries. The model dependence is somewhat
larger at low energies, but it also vanishes in agreement with the logartthmic rules at
high energies. In these processes the ”mass suppressed” TL cross sections are strongly
decreasing with the energy and model dependent. Up to the 1 TeV range though, these
TL cross sections should still be measurable, giving interesting tests of the MSSM models.
In e+e− → ZZ, the LL cross section has peculiar features associated to the Higgs
sector. It is strongly decreasing with the energy up to 1 TeV, but above 1 TeV a flat-
tening of the energy dependence appears which depends on the value of the Higgs mass.
However this happens at a level which is only marginally observable with the expected
LC luminosities.
The e+e− → Zγ, ZZ processes are sensitive to the so-called NAGC, hγ,Z3 and f γ,Z5 .
Below 1 TeV, the SM and MSSM contributions to these couplings should be marginally
observable. But the above processes could give interesting limits on possible additional
NP NAGC contributions, which (to the extent they are described by local effective La-
grangians) would lead to contributions growing with the energy.
In conclusions these three processes present a large panel of interesting properties.
They are extremely simple at Born level, but extremely rich in information at the one loop
level. The γγ, Zγ, ZZ final states are complementary for the study of the gauge (gaugino)
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sector, the MSSM models, the Higgs sector and the search for Neutral Anomalous Gauge
Couplings. They should be considered as a part of the research program at the future
high energy colliders, demanding for the highest luminosities. In the very high energy
range (several TeV), higher order effects (two loop effects and/or resummation) should
also be computed, in order to make really accurate theoretical predictions,. The several
TeV domain indeed appears to be the region where the electroweak interactions start
becoming strong.
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Appendix A: Kinematical details.
According to (1, 2, 3), the invariant amplitude of the process
e−(λ, l) + e+(λ′, l′)→ V (e, p) + V ′(e′, p′) , (A.1)
may be written as
Fλ,µ,µ′ =
∑
j=1,9
v¯(λ′, l′) Ij Nj(s, t, u, λ) u(λ, l) . (A.2)
When the electron mass is neglected, so that λ′ = −λ in both the SM and MSSM models,
and the 9 invariant forms is (A.2) are
I1 = (e · l)(γ · e′) , I2 = (e′ · l)(γ · e) , I3 = (e · l)(e′ · l)(γ · p),
I4 = (e · e′)(γ · p) , I5 = (e · p′)(γ · e′) , I6 = (e · p′)(e′ · l)(γ · p) ,
I7 = (e
′ · p)(γ · e) , I8 = (e′ · p)(e · l)(γ · p) , I9 = (e · p′)(e′ · p)(γ · p) . (A.3)
The related scalar amplitudes Nj(s, t, u, λ) may be split according to the electron helicity
as in (3,4).
The transverse and longitudinal amplitudes implied by (A.2), are:
• TT amplitudes, µ = ±1 and µ′ = ±1
Fλ,µ,µ′ =
s sin θ
4
{
µ(1− 2λµ′ cos θ)N1 − µ′(1 + 2λµ cos θ)N2
− βs
4
sin2 θ (2λµµ′)N3 + β(2λ)(1 + µµ
′)N4
}
, (A.4)
• TL amplitudes, µ = ±1, µ′ = 0
Fλ,µ,0 =
s
√
2s
8M ′
{
− (2λµ)β ′0 sin2 θN1 + (β + β ′0 cos θ)(1 + 2λµ cos θ)N2
+
βs
4
(β + β ′0 cos θ)(2λµ)sin
2θN3 + 2β(1 + 2λµ cos θ)N7 +
s β2 sin2 θ
2
2λµN8
}
,(A.5)
• LT amplitudes, µ = 0, µ′ = ±1
Fλ,0,µ′ =
s
√
2s
8M
{
β0(2λµ
′)sin2θN2 − (β − β0 cos θ)(1− 2λµ′ cos θ)N1
+
βs
4
(β − β0 cos θ)(2λµ′) sin2 θN3 − 2β(1− 2λµ′cosθ)N5
+
s β2 sin2 θ
2
(2λµ′)N6
}
, (A.6)
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• LL amplitudes, µ = 0, µ′ = 0
Fλ,0,0 =
s2 sin θ(2λ)
32MM ′
{
4β ′0(β − β0 cos θ)N1 − 4β0(β + β ′0 cos θ)N2
−βs(β − β0 cos θ)(β + β ′0 cos θ)N3 − 4β(β0β ′0 + β2)N4
+8β(β ′0N5 − β0N7)− 2sβ2(β + β ′0 cos θ)N6
−2sβ2(β − β0 cos θ)N8 − 4sβ3N9
}
, (A.7)
where θ is the c.m. scattering angle and
β ≡ 2|~p|√
s
, β0 ≡ 2p0√
s
, β ′0 ≡
2p′0√
s
,
with |~p| being the magnitude of the c.m. momenta of the final gauge bosons and p0, p′0
their energies.
In the specific case of the process e−e+ → γγ, only 4 TT amplitudes appear involving
the (N1, N2, N3, N4) functions. In this case
s+ t+ u = 0 , β = β0 = β
′
0 = 1 .
In the case of e−e+ → Zγ, where the gauge boson polarization and momenta are
defined by Z(e(µ), p) and γ(e′(µ′), p′), there exist only 6 TT and LT amplitudes receiving
contributions from (N1, ... N6). In this case
s+ t + u = m2Z , β = β
′
0 = 1−
m2Z
s
, β0 = 1 +
m2Z
s
.
Finally, for e−e+ → ZZ the complete set of N1, ... N9 contributes to the 9 TT, TL,
LT and LL amplitudes with
s+ t+ u = 2m2Z , β
2 = 1− 4m
2
Z
s
, β0 = β
′
0 = 1 .
Appendix B: The chargino and neutralino mixing matrices.
The chargino mixing.
The Left flavor space chargino fields of positive and negative electric charge8
ψ˜+L =
(
W˜+
H˜+2
)
L
, ψ˜−L =
(
W˜−
H˜−1
)
L
(B.1)
8See e.g. Eqs.(A.26-A.35) in [28].
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are related to the mass-eigenstate chargino fields by
ψ˜+αL =
2∑
j=1
Vjαηcjχ˜
+
jL , ψ˜
−
αL =
2∑
j=1
Ujαχ˜
−
jL , (B.2)
where α = 1, 2 counts the charginos in the flavor space, while j = 1, 2 in space of the
mass eigenstates. Assuming that the MSSM breaking parameters M1, M2, µ are real
and choosing the arbitrary phases so that M2 > 0, the chargino physical masses may be
written as
Mχ˜1,χ˜2 =
1√
2
[M22 + µ
2 + 2m2W ∓ D˜]1/2 , (B.3)
where
D˜ ≡ [(M22 + µ2 + 2m2W )2 − 4(M2µ−m2W sin(2β))2]1/2 , (B.4)
while the mixing matrices defined in (B.2) for the negative and positive Left-charginos
are
U =
(
cosφL B˜L sinφL
−B˜L sinφL cos φL
)
, V =
(
cos φR B˜R sinφR
−B˜R sin φR cosφR
)
(B.5)
where φL, φR are defined as
cosφL = − 1√
2D˜
[D˜ −M22 + µ2 + 2m2W cos 2β]1/2 ,
cos φR = − 1√
2D˜
[D˜ −M22 + µ2 − 2m2W cos 2β]1/2 , (B.6)
so that they always lie in the second quarter
π
2
≤ φL < π , π
2
≤ φR < π . (B.7)
Because of this definition sinφL,R are always positive demanding that the appearance of
the sign coefficients
B˜L = Sign(µ sin β +M2 cos β) ,
B˜R = Sign(µ cosβ +M2 sin β) , (B.8)
appear in (B.5). In addition the sign-coefficients
ηc1 = Sign(M2[D˜ −M22 + µ2 − 2m2W ]− 2m2Wµ sin 2β) ,
ηc2 = Sign(µ[D˜ −M22 + µ2 + 2m2W ] + 2m2WM2 sin 2β) , (B.9)
also enter (B.2), determining the way the left and right charginos combine in the Dirac
field.
For comparison with the notation of [24] we note that the Z± matrices defined there
are given by
Z+αj = Vjαηcj , Z
−
αj = Ujα , (B.10)
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for real M1, M2 and µ parameters.
Using (B.10, B.5), the chargino contribution to (C.24) is then determined from
|Z+1j|2 = |Vj1|2 . (B.11)
The neutralino mixing.
We follow the notation of [25] and continue restricting to real M1, M2 and µ parameters.
In the space of the Left neutralino fields
ψ0L ≡


B˜L
W˜
(3)
L
H˜01L
H˜02L

 , (B.12)
the mass-matrix is of course symmetric and given by
Y =


M1 0 −mZsW cos β mZsW sin β
0 M2 mZcW cos β −mZcW sin β
−mZsW cos β mZcW cos β 0 −µ
mZsW sin β −mZcW sin β −µ 0

 . (B.13)
This is diagonalized through the real orthogonal transformation U0 giving
U0⊤Y U0 =


M˜χ˜0
1
0 0 0
0 M˜χ˜0
2
0 0
0 0 M˜χ˜0
3
0 0 0 M˜χ˜0
4

 , (B.14)
where the real eigenvalues M˜χ˜j can be of either sign and have been ordered so that
|M˜χ˜0
1
| ≤ |M˜χ˜0
2
| ≤ |M˜χ˜0
3
| ≤ |M˜χ˜0
4
| . (B.15)
The quantities M˜χ˜0
j
are the ”signed” neutralino masses which are directly determined by
solving the characteristic equation implied by (B.14) using e.g. the formalism in [26] or
Eqs.(10-18) in [25]. Their absolute values determine the physical neutralino masses Mχ˜0j ,
while the related signs ηj are determined by
M˜χ˜0
j
= ηjMχ˜0
j
with ηj = ±1 . (B.16)
Following ([25], the definition (η˜j = 1 or i) is also introduced, so that ηj = η˜
2
j . The
relation between the flavor and mass-eigenstate neutralino fields is then given by
ψ0αL =
4∑
j=1
U0αj η˜jχ˜
0
jL (B.17)
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where the index α (as well as β in the next paragraph) counts the neutralino flavor
components, while the index j refers to the mass-eigenstate ones. Of course both indices
run from 1 to 4. The above U0 neutralino matrix is related to the ZN one defined in [24]
by absorbing it in the η˜j phases as
ZNαj = U
0
αj η˜j . (B.18)
As shown in [25], all neutralino related physical observables in the case of real (M1,
M2 and µ), can then be expressed in terms of the signs ηj, and the four density matrices
Pj, (j = 1, ...4) describing the flavor composition of each of the four neutralinos. These
density matrices act in the flavor space and are given by
P 0jαβ = U
0
αjU
0
βj . (B.19)
As expected for any density matrix describing pure states, they have the mathematical
properties of projection operators and may be immediately calculated from [25, 27]
P 01 =
(M˜χ˜0
4
− Y )(M˜χ˜0
3
− Y )(M˜χ˜0
2
− Y )
(M˜χ˜0
4
− M˜χ˜0
1
)(M˜χ˜0
3
− M˜χ˜0
1
)(M˜χ˜0
2
− M˜χ˜0
1
)
,
P 02 =
(M˜χ˜0
4
− Y )(M˜χ˜0
3
− Y )(Y − M˜χ˜0
1
)
(M˜χ˜0
4
− M˜χ˜0
2
)(M˜χ˜0
3
− M˜χ˜0
2
)(M˜χ˜0
2
− M˜χ˜0
1
)
,
P 03 =
(M˜χ˜0
4
− Y )(Y − M˜χ˜0
2
)(Y − M˜χ˜0
1
)
(M˜χ˜0
4
− M˜χ˜0
3
)(M˜χ˜0
3
− M˜χ˜0
2
)(M˜χ˜0
3
− M˜χ˜0
1
)
,
P 04 =
(Y − M˜χ˜0
3
)(Y − M˜χ˜0
2
)(Y − M˜χ˜0
1
)
(M˜χ˜0
4
− M˜χ˜0
3
)(M˜χ˜0
4
− M˜χ˜0
2
)(M˜χ˜0
4
− M˜χ˜0
1
)
, (B.20)
where Y is given in (B.13).
In terms of by-linear forms of the ZN mixing matrix defined in (B.18) [24], the above
neutralino density matrices and signs satisfy
ZNαjZ
N∗
βj = Z
N∗
αj Z
N
βj = P
0
jαβ = P
0
jβα , (B.21)
ZNαjZ
N
βj = Z
N∗
αj Z
N∗
βj = P
0
jαβηj = P
0
jβαηj , (B.22)
which fully describe all neutralino loop contributions.
The chargino and neutralino couplings.
In terms of the chargino and neutralino mixings defined above, we list explicitly below
the couplings needed for describing the charginos and neutralino contributions to the Z
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and W self-energies. They are given by the interaction Lagrangian
 L = − e
2sW cW
Zµ
{ 2∑
i,j=1
[
OZLij ¯˜χ
+
iLγ
µχ˜+jL +O
ZR
ij
¯˜χ
+
iRγ
µχ˜+jR
]
−
4∑
i,j=1
O0ZLij ¯˜χ
0
iLγ
µχ˜0jL
}
+gW+µ
2∑
i=1
4∑
j=1
{
¯˜χ
+
i γ
µ
[
OLij
(1− γ5)
2
+ORij
(1 + γ5)
2
]
χ˜0j
+gW−µ
2∑
i=1
4∑
j=1
{
¯˜χ
0
jγ
µ
[
OL∗ij
(1− γ5)
2
+OR∗ij
(1 + γ5)
2
]
χ˜+i
}
. (B.23)
The Z-chargino couplings in (B.23) are given by (compare (B.10)
OZLij = Z
+∗
1i Z
+
1j + δij(1− 2s2W ) = ηciηcjVi1Vj1 + δij(1− 2s2W ) ,
OZRij = Z
−
1iZ
−∗
1j + δij(1− 2s2W ) = Ui1Uj1 + δij(1− 2s2W ) , (B.24)
where (B.5), B.6) are needed. For the neutralino couplings
O0ZLij = O
0ZL∗
ji = −O0ZRji = −O0ZR∗ij = ZN∗4i ZN4j − ZN∗3i ZN3j
= η˜∗i η˜j(U
0
4iU
0
4j − U03iU03j) , (B.25)
the needed bilinear terms are
O0ZLij O
0ZL
ji = O
0ZR
ij O
0ZR
ji = P
0
i33P
0
j33 + P
0
i44P
0
j44 − 2P 0i34P 0j34 ,
O0ZLij O
0ZR
ji = O
0ZR
ij O
0ZL
ji = −ηiηj[P 0i33P 0j33 + P 0i44P 0j44 − 2P 0i34P 0j34] , (B.26)
fully defined in terms of the neutralino density matrices in (B.20).
Finally, the W -couplings in (B.23) are given using (B.5, B.10, B.17, B.18)
OLij = Z
+
1iZ
N
2j −
1√
2
Z+2iZ
N
4j = ηciη˜j(Vi1U
0
2j −
1√
2
Vi2U
0
4j) ,
ORij = Z
−
1iZ
N∗
2j +
1√
2
Z−2iZ
N∗
3j = η˜
∗
j (Ui1U
0
2j +
1√
2
Ui2U
0
3j) , (B.27)
where the first index counts the chargino and the second the neutralino. The correspond-
ing bilinears needed for the W -self-energies are
OLijO
L∗
ij +O
R
ijO
R∗
ij = [(Vi1)
2 + (Ui1)
2]P 0j22 +
1
2
[(Vi2)
2P 0j44 + (Ui2)
2P 0j33]
−
√
2Vi1Vi2P
0
j24 +
√
2Ui1Ui2P
0
j23 ,
OLijO
R∗
ij +O
L∗
ij O
R
ij = 2ηciηj
[
Vi1Ui1P
0
j22 +
1√
2
Vi1Ui2P
0
j23
− 1√
2
Vi2Ui1P
0
j24 −
1
2
Vi2Ui2P
0
j34
]
. (B.28)
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The use of (B.18) allows to express the neutralino contribution to (C.24) in terms of
the neutralino density matrix elements defined in (B.20) through
|ZN1jsW + ZN2jcW |2 = P 0j11s2W + P 0j22c2W + 2sW cWP 0j12
|ZN1j |2 = P 0j11 . (B.29)
Finally we should emphasize that for calculating the virtual chargino and neutralino
contributions, it is essential that all masses and couplings are calculated together at the
same accuracy, from the ”electroweak scale” values of M2, M1, µ, tanβ; otherwise the
chargino-neutralino contribution to e.g. the renormalized gauge self energies will not be
finite, inducing spurious scale dependencies to the numerical results.
Appendix C: Gauge self-energies, Electron self-energies and
renormalization constants.
C1) Gauge self-energies.
The needed gauge renormalization constants are expressed (using the renormalization
conditions, [19]) in terms of gauge self-energies denoted by9 ΣV V ′ are given in Appendix
B, for SM and the generic minimal MSSM case.
Using the unrenormalized gauge self-energies and (18), the gauge wave-function renor-
malization constants satisfy (compare (17))
δZW = −ℜ
(
Σ′γγ(0)−
2cW
sWm2Z
ΣγZ(0) +
1
s2Wm
2
Z
[
ΣWW (m
2
W )− c2WΣZZ(m2Z)
])
,
δZB = −ℜ
(
Σ′γγ(0) +
2sW
cWm2Z
ΣγZ(0)− 1
c2Wm
2
Z
[
ΣWW (m
2
W )− c2WΣZZ(m2Z)
])
,(C.1)
while the additional renormalization needed for the SU(2) gauge coupling is
δZ˜2 =
1
m2ZsW cW
ΣγZ(0) . (C.2)
Using (C.1), we then write the derivative of the renormalized Z-self-energy and the
γZ-mixing at the Z-shell contributions entering (11, 13) as
Σˆ′ZZ(m
2
Z) = Σ
′
ZZ(m
2
Z) + c
2
W δZW + s
2
W δZB ,
ΣˆγZ(m
2
Z) = ΣγZ(m
2
Z) +m
2
ZsW cW (δZW − δZB − δZ˜2) . (C.3)
9To define their phase we give their relation to the S-matrix element as Sfi = −igµνΣV V ′ .
The various couplings are defined as in [24]. See also e.g. [3, 28].
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We now give the expressions for the various contributions to the transverse unrenor-
malized gauge self-energies in the MSSM (without CP-violation) and at the end of this
part we give the recipe for restricting to the SM case. The relevant MSSM couplings
for the chargino and neutralino loops are summarized in Appendix A. In each case, we
first give the contributions from the gauge bosons, from the two Higgs doublets, from the
standard quarks and leptons with isospin If3 , charge Qf and Z-couplings
vf =
If3 − 2Qfs2W
2sW cW
, af =
If3
2sW cW
, (C.4)
subsequently the contribution from a sfermion f˜ whose mixing angles we denote as
cθ˜f = cos(θ˜f ) , sθ˜f = sin(θ˜f ) ,
following the same notation as in [3], and finally the contribution from the chargino and/or
neutralino loop.
All soft MSSM breaking parameters and µ are taken as real, and the phases of the
appropriate fields are selected so that M2 > 0.
Contributions to ΣZZ(k
2).
The respective W plus Higgs, fermion and sfermion contributions to the Z-self-energy
are
ΣZZ(k; gauge + 2H) =
α
4πs2W c
2
W
{
sin2(β − α)[m2ZBZh
0
0 − BZh
0
22 −BA
0H0
22 ]
+ cos2(β − α)[m2ZBZH
0
0 − BZH
0
22 −BA
0h0
22 ]− cos2(2θW )BH
+H+
22 +
1
4
[Ah
0
+ AH
0
+AA
0
+ AZ ] +
cos2(2θW )
2
AH
+ − [8c4W + cos2(2θW )]BWW22
−[4c4Wk2 + 2m2W cos(2θW )]BWW0 +
1
2
[12c4W − 4c2W + 1]AW −
2
3
c4Wk
2
}
, (C.5)
ΣZZ(k; f) = −α
π
∑
f
Nfc
{
(v2f + a
2
f )[−2Bff22 + Af + (m2f −
k2
2
)Bff0 ]
−(v2f − a2f)m2fBff0
}
, (C.6)
ΣZZ(k; f˜) = − α
4πs2W c
2
W
∑
f
Nfc
{
4[If3 c
2
θ˜f
−Qfs2W ]2Bf˜1f˜122 + s2θ˜f c
2
θ˜f
[Bf˜1f˜222 +B
f˜2f˜1
22 ]
+4[If3 s
2
θ˜f
−Qfs2W ]2Bf˜2f˜222 − 2[(If3 −Qfs2W )2c2θ˜f +Q
2
fs
4
W s
2
θ˜f
]Af˜1
−2[(If3 −Qfs2W )2s2θ˜f +Q
2
fs
4
W c
2
θ˜f
]Af˜2
}
. (C.7)
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In (C.6, C.7) Nfc is 3 or 1, depending on whether f is a quark or a lepton respectively.
For the neutralino and chargino contributions we get
ΣZZ(k; χ˜
0
j) = −
α
8πs2W c
2
W
4∑
i,j=1
(
P 0i33P
0
j33 + P
0
i44P
0
j44 − 2P 0i34P 0j34
)
·
[
− 2Bχ˜
0
i χ˜
0
j
22
+Aχ˜
0
j +Mχ˜0i (Mχ˜0i + ηiηjMχ˜0j )B
χ˜0i χ˜
0
j
0 + k
2B
χ˜0i χ˜
0
j
1
]
, (C.8)
ΣZZ(k; χ˜
+
j ) = −
α
8πs2W c
2
W
2∑
i,j=1
{(
OZLij O
ZL
ji +O
ZR
ij O
ZR
ji
)[
− 2Bχ˜
+
i χ˜
+
j
22 + A
χ˜+j
+M2
χ˜+j
B
χ˜+i χ˜
+
j
0 + k
2B
χ˜+i χ˜
+
j
1
]
−
(
OZLij O
ZR
ji +O
ZR
ij O
ZL
ji
)
Mχ˜+i
Mχ˜+j
B
χ˜+i χ˜
+
j
0
}
. (C.9)
Contributions to Σγγ(k
2).
The respective W plus Higgs, fermion, sfermion and chargino contributions to the
photon self-energy are
Σγγ(k; gauge + 2H) = − α
2π
{
6BWW22 + 2B
H+H+
22 − AH
+ − 3AW
+2k2BWW0 +
k2
3
}
, (C.10)
Σγγ(k; f) = −α
π
∑
f
Nfc Q
2
f
{
− 2Bff22 + Af −
k2
2
Bff0
}
, (C.11)
Σγγ(k; f˜) = − α
2π
∑
f
Nfc Q
2
f
{
−Af˜1 − Af˜2 + 2Bf˜1f˜122 + 2Bf˜2f˜222
}
,(C.12)
Σγγ(k; χ˜
+
j ) = −
α
π
2∑
j=1
{
− 2Bχ˜
+
j χ˜
+
j
22 + A
χ˜+j − k
2
2
B
χ˜+j χ˜
+
j
0
}
. (C.13)
Contributions to ΣγZ(k
2).
The respective W plus Higgs, fermion, sfermion and chargino contributions to the
photon-Z mixing are
ΣγZ(k; gauge + 2H) = − α
4π
{
cos(2θW )
sW cW
[
−AW − AH+ + 2BH+H+22 + 2BWW22
]
+
cW
sW
[
8BWW22 − 4AW + (2m2Z + 4k2)BWW0 +
2k2
3
]
+ 2m2ZsW cWB
WW
0
}
, (C.14)
ΣγZ(k; f) = −α
π
∑
f
Nfc Qfvf [A
f − 2Bff22 −
k2
2
Bff0 ] , (C.15)
ΣγZ(k; f˜) = − α
2πsW cW
∑
f
Nfc Qf
{
(If3 c
2
θ˜f
−Qfs2W )(2Bf˜1f˜122 −Af˜1)
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+(If3 s
2
θ˜f
−Qfs2W )(2Bf˜2f˜222 −Af˜2)
}
, (C.16)
ΣγZ(k; χ˜j) = − α
4πsW cW
2∑
j=1
(OZLjj +O
ZR
jj )[A
χ˜+
j − 2Bχ˜
+
j χ˜
+
j
22 −
k2
2
B
χ˜+j χ˜
+
j
0 ] . (C.17)
Contributions to ΣWW (k
2).
The respective gauge plus Higgs, fermion and sfermion contributions to the W self-
energy are
ΣWW (k; gauge + 2H) =
α
4πs2W
{
1
4
[AH
0
+ Ah
0
+ (1 + 8c2W )A
Z + AA
0
+ 10AW + 2AH
+
]
+ cos2(β − α)[m2WBH
0W
0 −BH
0W
22 − Bh
0H+
22 ] + sin
2(β − α)[m2WBh
0W
0 − Bh
0W
22 − BH
0H+
22 ]
−BA0H+22 − (1 + 8c2W )BZW22 − 8s2WBγW22 + (m2Z − 3m2W − 4c2Wk2)BZW0
−4s2Wk2BγW0 −
2k2
3
}
, (C.18)
ΣWW (k; f) =
α
4πs2W
∑
fboublet
Nfc
{
2Bdu22 −
Au + Ad
2
+
(k2 −m2d −m2u)
2
Bdu0
}
, (C.19)
ΣWW (k; f˜) = − α
2πs2W
∑
fboublet
Nfc
{
c2
θ˜u
c2
θ˜d
Bd˜1u˜122 + c
2
θ˜u
s2
θ˜d
Bd˜2u˜122 + s
2
θ˜u
c2
θ˜d
Bd˜1u˜222
+s2
θ˜u
s2
θ˜d
Bd˜2u˜222 −
1
4
[c2
θ˜u
Au˜1 + s2
θ˜u
Au˜2 + c2
θ˜d
Ad˜1 + s2
θ˜d
Ad˜2 ]
}
, (C.20)
where the summation in (C.19, C.20) is over the fermion doublets fdoublet = (u, d) with
color factor Nfc . Finally the chargino-neutralino loop gives
ΣWW (k; χ˜
+
i , χ˜
0
j) = −
α
2πs2W
∑
i,j
{(
OLijO
L∗
ij +O
R
ijO
R∗
ij
)[
− 2Bχ˜
+
i χ˜
0
j
22 +
1
2
(Aχ˜
+
i + Aχ˜
0
j )
−1
2
(k2 −M2
χ˜+i
−M2χ˜0j )B
χ˜+i χ˜
0
j
0
]
−
(
OLijO
R∗
ij +O
L∗
ij O
R
ij
)
Mχ˜+i Mχ˜
0
j
B
χ˜+i χ˜
0
j
0
}
. (C.21)
The above expressions refer to the MSSM case. In the SM case, one should suppress
the sfermion, chargino, neutralino, H+, A0 and H0 contributions. The h0 contribution is
then identified with the HSM one, provided we put α = β − π/2.
C2) Electron self-energies
The unrenormalized electron self-energy10 defined by
Σe(q) = /q
(1− γ5)
2
ΣLe(q
2) + /q
(1 + γ5)
2
ΣRe(q
2) , (C.22)
10Its phase is related to the corresponding S-matrix element by See = iΣe.
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receives contributions from SM (photon, Z and W loops)
ΣSMLe (q
2) = − α
2π
[
B
(eγ)
1 (q
2) +
(2s2W − 1)2
4s2W c
2
W
B
(eZ)
1 (q
2) +
1
2s2W
B
(νW )
1 (q
2) +
1 + 2c2W
8s2W c
2
W
]
,
ΣSMRe (q
2) = − α
2π
[
B
(eγ)
1 (q
2) +
s2W
c2W
B
(eZ)
1 (q
2) +
1
2c2W
]
, (C.23)
and from the MSSM chargino and neutralino loops
Σχ˜
±,χ˜0
Le (q
2) = − α
4πs2W
[ 1
2c2W
4∑
j=1
|ZN1jsW + ZN2jcW |2B
(χ˜0j e˜L
1 (q
2)
+
2∑
j=1
|Z+1j|2B(χ˜j ν˜L)1 (q2)
]
,
Σχ˜
0
Re(q
2) = − α
2πc2W
4∑
j=1
|ZN1j |2B
(χ˜0j e˜R)
1 (q
2) . (C.24)
The sum of (C.23) and (C.24) gives of course the total contribution to the electron self
energy at the 1-loop level.
The electron renormalization constants are given by
δZLe ≡ ZLe − 1 = −ΣLe(0) , δZRe ≡ ZRe − 1 = −ΣRe(0) , (C.25)
and the renormalized electron self-energies are as:
ΣˆLe(q
2) = ΣLe(q
2) + δZLe ,
ΣˆRe(q
2) = ΣRe(q
2) + δZRe . (C.26)
All these contributions from the electron and gauge self energies have been included
the renormalized Born contributions of Sect.3.2.
We may also remark that the renormalized electron self-energy contributions are in-
duced by the t- and u-channel electron exchanges in Fig.1c and the related counter-terms.
Since the residue of the renormalized electron propagator implied by (C.25) is unity, the
contribution from a diagrams like in Fig.1a is cancelled by that induced from the electron
self-energy counter term.
The terms involving the renormalized gauge boson self energies in Section 3.2 are
generated by the non-unit residue of the renormalized Z-propagator and the non-vanishing
γZ-mixing at the Z-mass shell. These contributions arise from diagrams like Fig.1b
and the related gauge self-energy counter terms. Finally, the remaining renormalization
contributions involving δZLe, δZRe and δZ˜2 arise from the counter terms to the V ee
vertices.
Asymptotic expression of the internal electron self-energies
For x ≡ t, umuch larger than all massesM in the loop, electron renormalized self-energies
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behave like
ΣLe(x) → − α
4π
[(1 + 2c2W
4s2W c
2
W
)
SM
+
(1 + 2c2W
4s2W c
2
W
)
MSSM
]
ln
|x|
M2
, (C.27)
ΣRe(x) → − α
4π
[( 1
c2W
)
SM
+
( 1
c2W
)
MSSM
]
ln
|x|
M2
. (C.28)
These expressions will be useful for calculating the asymptotic expressions for the ampli-
tudes e−e+ → V V ′.
Appendix D: Details of triangle contributions.
We express here, in terms of Passarino-Veltman functions, the triangle contributions to
the quantities defined in Sect.3.3. The expressions are labeled by referring to the particles
(abc) running inside the loops in Fig.1d,e,f. Through an arrow (→) we also indicate the
leading logarithmic terms arising in the asymptotic regime, together with the divergent
part ∆ = 1
ǫ
− γ + ln(4π).
• e−e+ → γγ
The contributions from Fig.1d, where the three particles running along the loop are indi-
cated as upper indices, are:
bL(γ or Z)(t) = b
R
(γ or Z)(t) = −2[t(C12 + C23 + C11 + C0) + 2C24 − 4](γee or Zee)
→ − (∆ + ln |t|
m2Z
) ,
bLW (t) = [−t(C12 + 2C23 + 2C11)− 12C24 + 8](νeWW ) → − 3∆ + ln2
|t|
m2W
,
bL2χ˜(t) =
∑
i
|Z+1i|2[t(C12 + C13) + 2C24 −
1
2
−M2χ˜iC0](ν˜eχ˜
+
i χ˜
+
i ) → 1
2
(∆− ln |t|
M2
) ,
bL1χ˜(t) =
∑
i
|ZN1i sW + ZN2i cW |2[C24](χ˜
0
i e˜Le˜L) → 1
4
(∆− ln |t|
M2
) ,
bR1χ˜(t) =
∑
i
|ZN1i |2[C24](χ˜
0
i e˜Re˜R) → 1
4
(∆− ln |t|
M2
) ,
aL(γ or Z)(t) = a
R
(γ or Z)(t) = 4t[C0 + C11 + C12 + C23]
(γee or Zee) → 4 ln |t|
m2Z
,
aLW (t) = 2t[C11 − C12 − 2C23](νeWW ) → − ln2
|t|
m2W
,
aL2χ˜(t) = −2t
∑
i
|Z+1i||2[C12 + C23](ν˜eχ˜
+
i χ˜
+
i ) → 0 ,
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aL1χ˜(t) = t
∑
i
|ZN1i sW + ZN2i cW |2[C12 + C23](χ˜
0
i e˜Le˜L) → 0 ,
aR1χ˜(t) = t
∑
i
|ZN1i ||2[C12 + C23](χ˜
0
i e˜Re˜R) → 0 . (D.1)
The only other triangular contribution, arising from Fig.1e and involving the (νeWW )
string and the 4-leg WWγγ coupling, is
N ′′γ1 = −
1
s2W
[C0 + C11 − C12](νeWW ) → − 2
s2W s
ln
s
m2W
. (D.2)
• e−e+ → ZZ
The diagram of Fig.1d now gives
bL(γ or Z)(t) = b
R
(γ or Z)(t) = −2[t(C12 + C23 + C11 + C0) + 2C24 − 4
+m2Z(C22 − C23 − C11 − C0)](γee or Zee) → − (∆ + ln
|t|
m2Z
) ,
b′′LW (t) = −2[t(C12 + C23 + C11 + C0) +m2Z(C22 − C23 − C11 − C0)
+2C24 − 4](Wνeνe) → − (∆ + ln |t|
m2W
) ,
b′LW (t) = [−t(C12 + 2C23 + 2C11) + 2m2Z(C11 + C23 − C22)− 12C24 + 8](νeWW )
→ − 3∆ + ln2 |t|
m2W
,
b′L2χ˜(t) =
∑
ij
(ZN∗1i sW + Z
N∗
2i cW )(Z
N
4iZ
N∗
4j − ZN3iZN∗3j )(ZN1jsW + ZN2jcW )[t(C12 + C23)
+m2Z(C22 − C23) + 2C24 −
1
2
+Mχ˜0iMχ˜0j (Z
N∗
4i Z
N
4j − ZN∗3i ZN3j)C0](e˜Lχ˜
0
i χ˜
0
j ) → 0 ,
b′′L2χ˜ (t) =
∑
ij
Z+∗1i Z
+
1j { [Z+1iZ+∗1j + δij(1− 2s2W )][t(C12 + C23) +m2Z(C22 − C23) +
+2C24 − 1
2
]− [Z−∗1i Z−1j + δij(1− 2s2W )]Mχ˜+i Mχ˜+j C0 }
(ν˜eχ˜
+
i χ˜
+
j ) → c2W (∆− ln
|t|
M2
) ,
b′L1χ˜(t) =
∑
i
|Z+1i|2[C24](χ˜
+
i ν˜eν˜e) → 1
4
(∆− ln |t|
M2
) ,
b′′L1χ˜ (t) = (1− 2s2W )
∑
i
|ZN1i sW + ZN2i cW |2[C24](χ˜
0
i e˜Le˜L) → (1− 2s
2
W )
4
(∆− ln |t|
M2
) ,
b′′R1χ˜ (t) = −8s4W
∑
i
|ZN1i |2[C24](χ˜
0
i e˜Re˜R) → − 2s4W (∆− ln
|t|
M2
) ,
b′R2χ˜(t) = −4s2W
∑
ij
ZN1iZ
N∗
1j [Z
N∗
4i Z
N
4j − ZN∗3i ZN3j ] [ t(C12 + C23) +m2Z(C22 − C23)
+2C24 − 1
2
+Mχ˜0iMχ˜0j [Z
N
4iZ
N∗
4j − ZN3iZN∗3j ]C0 ](e˜Rχ˜
0
i χ˜
0
j ) → 0 ,
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a′LW (t) = 2t[C11 − C12 − 2C23]νeWW ) → − ln2
|t|
m2W
,
a′′LW (t) = 4t[C0 + C11 + C12 + C23]
(Wνeνe) → 4 ln |t|
m2W
,
a′L2χ˜(t) = −2t
∑
ij
(ZN∗1i sW + Z
N∗
2i cW )(Z
N
4iZ
N∗
4j − ZN3iZN∗3j )(ZN1jsW + ZN2jcW )
·[C12 + C23](e˜Lχ˜0i χ˜0j ) → 0 ,
a′′L2χ˜ (t) = −2t
∑
ij
Z+1iZ
+∗
1j [Z
+
1iZ
+∗
1j + δij(1− 2s2W )][C12 + C23](ν˜eχ˜
+
i χ˜
+
j ) → 0 ,
a′L1χ˜(t) = t
∑
i
|Z+1i||2[C12 + C23](χ˜
+
i ν˜eν˜e) → 0 ,
a′′L1χ˜ (t) = t
∑
i
(1− 2s2W )|ZN1i sW + ZN2i cW |2[C12 + C23](χ˜
0
i e˜Le˜L) → 0 ,
a′R2χ˜(t) = 8s
2
W t
∑
ij
(ZN∗1i Z
N
1j)(Z
N∗
4i Z
N
4j − ZN∗3i ZN3j )[C12 + C23](e˜Rχ˜
0
i χ˜
0
j ) → 0 ,
a′′R1χ˜ (t) = −8s4W t
∑
i
|ZN1i |2[C12 + C23](χ˜
0
i e˜Re˜R) → 0 , (D.3)
while Fig.1e and the 4-leg WWZZ coupling give
N ′′Z1 = −
c2W
s4W
[C0 + C11 − C12](νeWW ) → − 2c
2
W
s4Ws
ln
s
m2W
,
N ′′Z5 = −
c2W
s4W
[C12]
(νeWW ) → c
2
W
s4W s
ln
s
m2W
. (D.4)
The NAGC contribution corresponding to Fig.1f and discussed in Sect.3.3, has been
calculated in [17]; except for the neutralino contribution to the ZZZ-NAGC coupling, for
which only restricted Z-neutralino couplings were considered allowing only one or at most
two different neutralinos to be running along the triangular loop. Following the same
formalism, we give bellow the neutralino contribution to the ZZZ-NAGC couplings for
the most general CP-conserving Z-neutralino couplings of (B.25). This is
fZ5 =
e2
16π2s3W c
3
W
m2Z
(s−m2Z)(s− 4m2Z)
·
∑
jk
[
Re
(
O0ZLj3j1O
0ZL
j1j2
O0ZLj2j3
)
·
{
− (s−m
2
Z)(s+ 2m
2
Z)
3s
[B0(m
2
Z ; j1, j2)(M
2
χ˜0j1
+M2χ˜0j2
− 2M2χ˜0j3)
+B0(s; j1, j3)(M
2
χ˜0j1
+M2χ˜0j3
− 2M2χ˜0j2) +B0(m
2
Z ; j2, j3)(M
2
χ˜0j2
+M2χ˜0j3
− 2M2χ˜0j1)]
+
CZZ(s; j1j2j3)
2s(s− 4m2Z)
[
2M2χ˜0j1
s3 + s2[4(M4χ˜0j2
+m4Z −M2χ˜0j2m
2
Z) + 2M
2
χ˜0j1
M2χ˜0j3
−3(M2χ˜0j1 +M
2
χ˜0j3
)(M2χ˜0j2
+m2Z)] + 4m
2
Zs[M
4
χ˜0j1
+M4χ˜0j3
−M2χ˜0j1M
2
χ˜0j3
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−(M2χ˜0j2 −m
2
Z)
2]− 4m4Z(M2χ˜0j1 −M
2
χ˜0j3
)2
]
− (s−m
2
Z)
3
}
− 1
2
[
Mχ˜0j1Mχ˜0j2Re
(
O0ZLj3j1O
0ZL
j2j3
O0ZLj2j1
)
+Mχ˜0j2Mχ˜0j3Re
(
O0ZLj1j2 O
0ZL
j3j1
O0ZLj3j2
)]
·
{
2[B0(m
2
Z ; j1j2)−B0(s; j1j2)] + (M2χ˜0j1 +M
2
χ˜0j3
− 2M2χ˜0j2 + 2m
2
Z − s)CZZ(s; j1j2j3)
}
− 1
2
Mχ˜0j3Mχ˜0j1Re
(
O0ZLj2j3O
0ZL
j1j2O
0ZL
j1j3
){
2[B0(m
2
Z ; j1j2)− B0(s; j1j2)]
+(M2χ˜0j1
+M2χ˜0j3
− 2M2χ˜0j2 − 2m
2
Z)CZZ(s; j1j2j3)
}]
. (D.5)
• e−e+ → Zγ
The quantities corresponding to Fig.1d are the same as those defined for the γγ and ZZ
final states. We only need to add the specific contributions from Fig.1e, with (abc) =
(νeWW ) and the 4-leg WWγZ coupling
N ′′γZ1 = −
cW
s3W
[C0 + C11 − C12](νeWW ) → − 2cW
s3Ws
ln
s
m2W
,
N ′′γZ5 = −
cW
s3W
[C12]
(νeWW ) → cW
s3Ws
ln
s
m2W
. (D.6)
Appendix E: Asymptotic renormalized Born and triangle con-
tributions.
We list here the single and double logarithmic leading contribution for N ren+Bornj
and NTrij entering (19), when (s, t, u) are much larger than the internal propagator
masses. The Born terms NBorn,Lj and N
Born,R
j appearing below have already been defined
in Sec.3.1.
Asymptotic contributions to N ren+Bornj for (e
−e+ → γγ, ZZ, Zγ).
N ren+Bornj →
α
4π
NBorn,Lj
[
ln
s
M2γ
+
(2s2W − 1)2
4s2W c
2
W
ln
s
m2Z
+
1
2s2W
ln
s
m2W
+
( 1
4s2W c
2
W
+
1
2s2W
)
ln
s
M2MSSM
]
PL
+
α
4π
NBorn,Rj
[
ln
s
M2γ
+
s2W
c2W
ln
s
m2Z
+
1
c2W
ln
s
M2MSSM
]
PR . (E.1)
Asymptotic contributions to NTrij .
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• e−e+ → γγ
The leading-log contributions to the triangle amplitudes are:
NTri1 = N
Tri
2 → α2
{(1
t
+
1
u
)(
2
[
ln
s
M2γ
]
(PL + PR)
+
(2s2W − 1)2
2s2W c
2
W
[
ln
s
m2Z
]
PL + 2
s2W
c2W
[
ln
s
m2Z
]
PR
)
+
( 1
s2W
[ 1
2t
ln2
|t|
m2W
+
1
2u
ln2
|u|
m2W
]
− 2
s2W s
[
ln
s
m2W
])
PL
+
((1 + 2c2W )
2s2W c
2
W
[
ln
s
M2MSSM
]
PL +
2
c2W
[
ln
s
M2MSSM
]
PR
)(1
t
+
1
u
)}
, (E.2)
NTri4 → α2
{(1
t
− 1
u
)(
− 2
[
ln
s
M2γ
]
(PL + PR)
− (2s
2
W − 1)2
2s2W c
2
W
[
ln
s
m2Z
]
PL − 2s
2
W
c2W
[
ln
s
m2Z
]
PR
)
+
1
s2W
[1
t
ln2
|t|
m2W
− 1
u
ln2
|u|
m2W
]
PL
+
(1 + 2c2W
2s2W c
2
W
[
ln
s
M2MSSM
]
PL +
2
c2W
[
ln
s
M2MSSM
]
PR
)(1
t
− 1
u
)}
, (E.3)
where the four lines in each equation are induced by the photon (with ultraviolet mass
Mγ), Z, W and the MSSM sectors, respectively.
• e−e+ → Zγ
The triangle amplitudes receiving leading-log contributions are:
NTri1 → α2
{(1
t
+
1
u
)(
− (2s
2
W − 1)
sW cW
[
ln
s
M2γ
]
PL − 2sW
cW
[
ln
s
M2γ
]
PR
− (2s
2
W − 1)3
4s3W c
3
W
[
ln
s
m2Z
]
PL − 2s
3
W
c3W
[
ln
s
m2Z
]
PR − 3
4s3W cW
[
ln
s
m2W
]
PL
)
−
[ 2s2W − 1
4s3W cW
(1
t
ln2
|t|
m2W
+
1
u
ln2
|u|
m2W
)
+
2cW
s3W s
ln
s
m2W
]
PL
+
((1− 2s2W )(1 + 2c2W )
4s3W c
3
W
[
ln
s
M2MSSM
]
PL − 2sW
c3W
[
ln
s
M2MSSM
]
PR
)(1
t
+
1
u
)}
,(E.4)
NTri2 → α2
{(1
t
+
1
u
)(
− (2s
2
W − 1)
sW cW
[
ln
s
M2γ
]
PL − 2sW
cW
[
ln
s
M2γ
]
PR
− (2s
2
W − 1)3
4s3W c
3
W
[
ln
s
m2Z
]
PL − 2s
3
W
c3W
[
ln
s
m2Z
]
PR +
1
4s3W cW
[
ln
s
m2W
]
PL
)
+
[( cW
2s3W
)
(1
t
ln2
|t|
m2W
+
1
u
ln2
|u|
m2W
)
− 2cW
s3Ws
ln
s
m2W
]
PL
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+
((1− 2s2W )(1 + 2c2W )
4s3W c
3
W
[
ln
s
M2MSSM
]
PL − 2sW
c3W
[
ln
s
M2MSSM
]
PR
)(1
t
+
1
u
)}
, (E.5)
NTri4 → α2
{(1
t
− 1
u
)((2s2W − 1)
sW cW
[
ln
s
M2γ
]
PL + 2
sW
cW
[
ln
s
M2γ
]
PR
+
(2s2W − 1)3
4s3W c
3
W
[
ln
s
m2Z
]
PL + 2
s3W
c3W
[
ln
s
m2Z
]
PR +
1
4s3W cW
[
ln
s
m2W
]
PL
)
+
(1− 4c2W )
4s3W cW
(
− 1
t
ln2
|t|
m2W
+
1
u
ln2
|u|
m2W
)
PL
+
((1− 2s2W )(1 + 2c2W )
4s3W c
3
W
[
ln
s
M2MSSM
]
PL − 2sW
c3W
[
ln
s
M2MSSM
]
PR
)(1
t
− 1
u
)}
, (E.6)
NTri5 → α2
{
1
u
{(2s2W − 1)
sW cW
[
ln
s
M2γ
]
PL + 2
sW
cW
[
ln
s
M2γ
]
PR
+
(2s2W − 1)3
4s3W c
3
W
[
ln
s
m2Z
]
PL + 2
s3W
c3W
[
ln
s
m2Z
]
PR
+
( cW
2s3W
ln2
|u|
m2W
+
1
s3W cW
ln
s
m2W
)
PL
}
+
cW
s3Ws
[
ln
s
m2W
]
PL
+
(u− s)
us
((4c2W − 1)
4s3W cW
ln2
|u|
m2W
+
1
4s3W cW
ln
s
m2W
)
PL
− 1
s
((4c2W − 1)
4s3W cW
ln2
|t|
m2W
+
1
4s3W cW
ln
s
m2W
)
PL
− 1
u
((1− 2s2W )(1 + 2c2W )
4s3W c
3
W
[
ln
s
M2MSSM
]
PL − 2sW
c3W
[
ln
s
M2MSSM
]
PR
)}
, (E.7)
NTri6 → −
2α2
s
{(1
t
+
1
u
)((2s2W − 1)
sW cW
[
ln
s
M2γ
]
PL + 2
sW
cW
[
ln
s
M2γ
]
PR
+
(2s2W − 1)3
4s3W c
3
W
[
ln
s
m2Z
]
PL + 2
s3W
c3W
[
ln
s
m2Z
]
PR +
1
4s3W cW
[
ln
s
m2W
]
PL
)
− (1− 4c
2
W )
4s3W cW
[1
t
ln2
|t|
m2W
+
1
u
ln2
|u|
m2W
]
PL
+
((1− 2s2W )(1 + 2c2W )
4s3W c
3
W
[
ln
s
M2MSSM
]
PL − 2sW
c3W
[
ln
s
M2MSSM
]
PR
)(1
t
+
1
u
)}
. (E.8)
• e−e+ → ZZ
The triangle amplitudes receiving leading-log contributions are:
NTri1 = N
Tri
2 → α2
{(1
t
+
1
u
)((2s2W − 1)2
2s2W c
2
W
[
ln
s
M2γ
]
PL + 2
s2W
c2W
[
ln
s
M2γ
]
PR
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+
(2s2W − 1)4
8s4W c
4
W
[
ln
s
m2Z
]
PL + 2
s4W
c4W
[
ln
s
m2Z
]
PR +
2s2W − 1
4s4W c
2
W
[
ln
s
m2W
]
PL
)
− (2s
2
W − 1)
2s4W
[ 1
2t
ln2
|t|
m2W
+
1
2u
ln2
|u|
m2W
]
PL − 2c
2
W
s4Ws
[
ln
s
m2W
]
PL
+
((2s2W − 1)2(1 + 2c2W )
8s4W c
4
W
[
ln
s
M2MSSM
]
PL +
2s2W
c4W
[
ln
s
M2MSSM
]
PR
)(1
t
+
1
u
)}
, (E.9)
NTri4 → α2
{(1
t
− 1
u
)(
− (2s
2
W − 1)2
2s2W c
2
W
[
ln
s
M2γ
]
PL − 2s
2
W
c2W
[
ln
s
M2γ
]
PR
− (2s
2
W − 1)4
8s4W c
4
W
[
ln
s
m2Z
]
PL − 2s
4
W
c4W
[
ln
s
m2Z
]
PR − (2s
2
W − 1)
4s4W c
2
W
[
ln
s
m2W
]
PL
)
− (2s
2
W − 1)
2s4W
[1
t
ln2
|t|
m2W
− 1
u
ln2
u
m2W
]
PL
+
((2s2W − 1)2(1 + 2c2W )
8s4W c
4
W
[
ln
s
M2MSSM
]
PL +
2s2W
c4W
[
ln
s
M2MSSM
]
PR
)(1
t
− 1
u
)}
, (E.10)
NTri5 → α2
{
− 1
u
((2s2W − 1)2
2s2W c
2
W
[
ln
s
M2γ
]
PL +
2s2W
c2W
[
ln
s
M2γ
]
PR
+
(2s2W − 1)4
8s4W c
4
W
[
ln
s
m2Z
]
PL +
2s4W
c4W
[
ln
s
m2Z
]
PR
)
+
((u− s)
us
[
− (2s
2
W − 1)
2s4W
ln2
|u|
m2W
]
− (2s
2
W − 1)
4s4W c
2
W
ln
s
m2W
)
PL
+
(2s2W − 1)
2s4Ws
[
ln2
|t|
m2W
]
PL − (2s
2
W − 1)
4s4Wu
ln2
|u|
m2W
PL +
c2W
s4W s
[
ln
s
m2W
]
PL
− 1
u
((2s2W − 1)2(1 + 2c2W )
8s4W c
4
W
[
ln
s
M2MSSM
]
PL +
2s2W
c4W
[
ln
s
M2MSSM
]
PR
)}
, (E.11)
NTri6 = −NTri8 → (−
2α2
s
)
{(1
t
+
1
u
)(
− (2s
2
W − 1)2
2s2W c
2
W
[
ln
s
M2γ
]
PL − 2s
2
W
c2W
[
ln
s
M2γ
]
PR
− (2s
2
W − 1)4
8s4W c
4
W
[
ln
s
m2Z
]
PL − 2s
4
W
c4W
[
ln
s
m2Z
]
PR − (2s
2
W − 1)
4s4W c
2
W
[
ln
s
m2W
]
PL
)
− (2s
2
W − 1)
2s4W
[1
t
ln2
|t|
m2W
+
1
u
ln2
|u|
m2W
]
PL
+
((2s2W − 1)2(1 + 2c2W )
8s4W c
4
W
[
ln
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M2MSSM
]
PL +
2s2W
c4W
[
ln
s
M2MSSM
]
PR
)(1
t
+
1
u
)}
, (E.12)
NTri7 → α2
{
− 1
t
((2s2W − 1)2
2s2W c
2
W
[
ln
s
M2γ
]
PL +
2s2W
c2W
[
ln
s
M2γ
]
PR
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+
(2s2W − 1)4
8s4W c
4
W
[
ln
s
m2Z
]
PL +
2s4W
c4W
[
ln
s
m2Z
]
PR
)
+
((t− s)
ts
[
− (2s
2
W − 1)
2s4W
ln2
|t|
m2W
]
− (2s
2
W − 1)
4s4W c
2
W t
ln
s
m2W
)
PL
+
(2s2W − 1)
2s4Ws
[
ln2
|u|
m2W
]
PL − (2s
2
W − 1)
4s4W t
ln2
|t|
m2W
PL +
c2W
s4W s
[
ln
s
m2W
]
PL
− 1
t
((2s2W − 1)2(1 + 2c2W )
8s4W c
4
W
[
ln
s
M2MSSM
]
PL +
2s2W
c4W
[
ln
s
M2MSSM
]
PR
) }
. (E.13)
Concerning the NAGC couplings discussed in Section 3.3, and calculated in [17] and
(D.5), we note that in the asymptotic regime they are always found to vanish; i.e. f γ, Z5 →
0, hγ, Z3 → 0.
Appendix F: Asymptotic contributions from box di-
agrams
Leading ln s and ln2 s order contributions only arise from SM boxes of the types k =
1, 2, 3 defined in Sec.3.4. The purely MSSM boxes, which are of types (k = 4, 5, 6), provide
only subleading logarithmic contributions like ln(s/t). The SM or MSSM contributions
from the type k = 7 box, vanish asymptotically like M2/s.
The box amplitudes receiving leading-log contributions are:
• e−e+ → γγ
NBoxj = α
2
{
N¯1,Boxj (Mγ)[PL + PR] + N¯
1,Box
j (mZ)
[(2s2W − 1)2
4s2W c
2
W
PL +
s2W
c2W
PR
]
+N¯2,Boxj (mW )
1
2s2W
PL + ”sym”
}
, (F.1)
• e−e+ → Zγ
NBoxj = α
2
{ (
N¯1,Boxj (Mγ)
[(1− 2s2W )
2sW cW
PL − sW
cW
PR
]
+ N¯1,Boxj (mZ)
[(1− 2s2W )3
8s3W c
3
W
PL − s
3
W
c3W
PR
]
+N¯2,Boxj (mW )
cW
2s3W
PL + ”sym”
)
+ N¯3,Boxj (mW )
1
4s3W cW
PL (no ”sym”)
}
, (F.2)
• e−e+ → ZZ
NBoxj = α
2
{
N¯1,Boxj (Mγ)
[(2s2W − 1)2
4s2W c
2
W
PL +
s2W
c2W
PR
]
+ N¯1,Boxj (mZ)
[(2s2W − 1)4
16s4W c
4
W
PL +
s4W
c4W
PR
]
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+N¯1,Boxj (mW )
1
8s4W c
2
W
PL + N¯
2,Box
j (mW )
c2W
2s4W
PL + N¯
3,Box
j (mW )
1
4s4W
PL + ”sym”
}
.(F.3)
The meaning of +”sym” in the above equations has been given in Section.3.4, while
discussing (62).
Tables of asymptotic values for N¯k, Boxj
The complete Box contributions to N¯Boxj have been analytically calculated and used in
the numerical calculations presented in this paper. Since, these expressions are enormous
though, we refrain from giving them in the text and only list their asymptotic leading-log
contribution. Below we write for each such form, in a first step (→) the full logarith-
mic expressions obtained from the asymptotic expansion of the Passarino-Veltman Dij
functions; and in a second step (=⇒) the leading (ln s
M2
, ln2 |s|
M2
, ln2 |t|
M2
, ln2 |u|
M2
) terms [29].
• Box type k = 1; (abcd) = (V fff)
N¯1, Box1 = N¯
1, Box
2 →
1
tu2
[
− (s2 + tu) ln2 |t|
s
+ u2 ln2
s
M2
+ 2tu ln
s
M2
−(2t2 + 4s2 + 6st) ln |t|
M2
]
=⇒ 1
t
[
ln2
s
M2
− 4 ln s
M2
]
,
N¯1, Box3 → −
4
tu3
[
t(s− u) ln2 |t|
s
+ (3s2 + 4st+ t2) ln
s
|t|
]
=⇒ 0 ,
N¯1, Box4 →
1
tu2
[
(tu− s2) ln2 |t|
s
+ u2 ln2
s
m2Z
+ 2tu ln
s
|t|
]
=⇒ 1
t
ln2
s
M2
,
N¯1, Box5 → −
1
su2
[
(s2 + tu) ln2
|t|
s
+ u2 ln2
s
M2
− (4t2 + 6s2 + 10st) ln s|t|
]
=⇒ − 1
s
ln2
s
M2
,
N¯1, Box6 →
2
stu3
[
− (s3 + t3 + 2st2) ln2 |t|
s
− u3 ln2 s
M2
−(12st2 + 4t3 + 8s2t) ln s|t|
]
=⇒ − 2
st
ln2
s
M2
,
N¯1, Box7 →
1
stu
[
(st− s2 + t2) ln2 |t|
s
+ (s2 − t2) ln2 s
M2
− 4tuln s
M2
− 4u2 ln |t|
M2
]
=⇒ (t− s)
st
ln2
s
M2
+
4
t
ln
s
M2
,
N¯1, Box8 →
2
stu2
[
− (t2 + s2 + 3st) ln2 |t|
s
+ u2 ln2
s
M2
− (4t2 + 6s2 + 10st) ln s|t|
]
=⇒ 2
st
ln2
s
M2
,
N¯1, Box9 → 0 . (F.4)
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• Box type k = 2; (abcd) = (fV V V )
N¯2, Box1 = N¯
2, Box
2 →
1
stu2
[
− s2(s+ 2t) ln2 |t|
s
+ su2(ln2
s
M2
+ ln2
|t|
M2
)
−2s(s2 + 3st+ 2t2) ln |t|
M2
+ 2t(t2 + 3st+ 2s2) ln
s
M2
]
=⇒ 1
t
(
ln2
s
M2
+ ln2
|t|
M2
)
+ 2
(t− s)
st
ln
s
M2
,
N¯2, Box3 = → −
4
tu3
[
t(s+ 2t) ln2
|t|
s
+ (3s2 + 8st+ 5t2) ln
|t|
s
]
=⇒ 0 ,
N¯2, Box4 →
1
2stu2
[
(s3 + 4s2t+ 6st2 + 4t3) ln2
|t|
s
+u2(2s+ t) ln2
s
M2
+ 8u2t ln2
|t|
M2
+ 4ut2 ln
s
M2
+ 4us(s+ 2t) ln
|t|
M2
]
=⇒ (2s+ t)
2st
ln2
s
M2
+
4
s
ln2
|t|
M2
+
2u
st
ln
s
M2
] ,
N¯2, Box5 →
1
su2
[
− s(s+ 2t) ln2 |t|
s
+ 4u2 ln2
|t|
M2
+ u(s− t) ln s
M2
+ u(4s+ 6t) ln
|t|
M2
]
=⇒ 4
s
ln2
|t|
M2
− 5
s
ln
s
M2
,
N¯2, Box6 →
2
stu3
[
(−3ts2 − s3 − 4st2 − 4t3) ln2 |t|
s
−u3 ln2 s
M2
+ (6t3 + 6st2 − 2s3 − 2ts2) ln |t|
M2
−(4ts2 + 12st2 + 8t3) ln s
M2
]
=⇒ 2
st
(−ln2 s
M2
+ 2ln
s
M2
) ,
N¯2, Box7 →
1
stu
[
− s(s+ 2t) ln2 |t|
s
− us ln2 s
M2
+(s2 + 5st+ 4t2) ln2
|t|
M2
− 3tu ln s
M2
− (2s2 + t(8s+ 6t) ln |t|
M2
]
=⇒ − 1
t
ln2
s
M2
+
4u+ 3s
st
ln2
|t|
M2
− 3u+ s
st
ln
s
M2
,
N¯2, Box8 →
2
stu2
[
− (s+ 2t)2 ln2 |t|
s
+ u2 ln2
s
M2
+ 2u(3s+ 4t) ln
s
M2
− 2u(2s+ 3t) ln |t|
M2
]
=⇒ − 2
st
(−ln2 s
M2
+ 2ln
s
M2
) ,
N¯2, Box9 → 0 . (F.5)
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Box type k = 3; (abcd) = (V ffV )
N¯3, Box1 →
1
tu
[
− s ln2 |t|
u
− t ln2 |t|
M2
− u ln2 |u|
M2
+ 5t ln
|u|
M2
+ 5u ln
|t|
M2
]
=⇒ − 1
t
ln2
|u|
M2
− 1
u
ln2
|t|
M2
− 5s
ut
ln
s
M2
,
N¯3, Box2 →
1
tu
[
− s ln2 |t|
u
+ s
(
ln2
|u|
M2
+ ln2
|t|
M2
)
+ t ln
|u|
M2
+ u ln
|t|
M2
]
=⇒ s
tu
[
ln2
u
M2
+ ln2
t
M2
− ln s
M2
]
,
N¯3, Box3 →
12
tu
ln
u
t
=⇒ 0 ,
N¯3, Box4 →
1
tu
[
(u− t) ln2
∣∣∣ t
u
∣∣∣ + t ln2 |t|
M2
− u ln2 |u|
M2
+ u ln
|t|
M2
− t ln |u|
M2
]
=⇒ 1
u
ln2
|t|
M2
− 1
t
ln2
|u|
M2
+
u− t
ut
ln
s
M2
,
N¯3, Box5 →
1
tus3
[
(t4 + u3t + 3t3u+ 3t2u2) ln2
∣∣∣t
u
∣∣∣
+s2tu ln2
|u|
M2
+ s2t(s− u) ln2 |t|
M2
+ 5s2tu ln
|t|
M2
+ 5s2t2 ln
|u|
M2
]
=⇒ 1
s
ln2
|u|
M2
+
s− u
us
ln2
|t|
M2
− 5
u
ln
s
M2
,
N¯3, Box6 →
2
s2tu
[
s2 ln2
∣∣∣t
u
∣∣∣+ us ln2 |u|
M2
+ st ln2
|t|
M2
+ (6t2 + 7tu+ u2) ln
|t|
M2
+5ts ln
|u|
M2
]
=⇒ 2
st
ln2
|u|
M2
+
2
su
ln2
|t|
M2
+
2
tu
ln
s
M2
) ,
N¯3, Box7 → −
1
uts2
[
(u4 + t3u+ 3u3t+ 3u2t2) ln2
∣∣∣ t
u
∣∣∣+ su2 ln2 |t|
M2
−su(u+ 2s) ln2 |u|
m2W
− 5stu ln |u|
M2
+ u(u2 − 3tu− 4t2) ln |t|
M2
]
=⇒ − u
st
ln2
|t|
M2
+
u+ 2s
st
ln2
|u|
M2
− 1
t
ln
s
M2
] ,
N¯3, Box8 →
2
s2tu
[
− s2 ln2
∣∣∣t
u
∣∣∣− us ln2 |u|
M2
− ts ln2 |t|
M2
−6us ln
∣∣∣t
u
∣∣∣ + ts ln |u|
M2
+ us ln
|t|
M2
]
=⇒ − 2
st
ln2
|u|
M2
− 2
su
ln2
|t|
M2
− 2
tu
ln
s
M2
) ,
N¯3, Box9 → 0 . (F.6)
Box type k = 4; (abcd) = (Sfff).
In sect.3.4 we have separated this box contribution into 4 parts coming from different
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combinations of the kinetic and massive parts of the three fermion propagators. The
k = 4B, 4C, 4D parts asymptotically vanish like M2/s.
N¯4A, Box1 = N¯
4A, Box
2 = N¯
4A, Box
4 → −
1
2u2
[
t ln2
|t|
s
− 2uln s|t|
]
=⇒ 0 ,
N¯4A, Box3 →
2
tu3
[
t2 ln2
|t|
s
− (3t2 + 4st+ s2) ln |t|
s
]
=⇒ 0 ,
N¯4A, Box5 → −
1
2su2
[
t2 ln2
|t|
s
− 2(2t2 + 3st + s2) ln |t|
s
]
=⇒ 0 ,
N¯4A, Box6 → −
1
stu3
[
t2(s− t) ln2 |t|
s
− 4ut2 ln |t|
s
]
=⇒ 0 ,
N¯4A, Box7 → −
1
2su
[
t ln2
|t|
s
+ 4u ln
|t|
s
]
=⇒ 0 ,
N¯4A, Box8 →
1
stu2
[
t2 ln2
|t|
s
− 2(2t2 + s2 + 3st) ln |t|
s
]
=⇒ 0 ,
N¯4A, Box9 → 0 . (F.7)
Box type k = 5; (abcd) = (fSSS)
N¯5, Box1 = N¯
5, Box
2 = N¯
5, Box
4 → −
1
2u2
[
− s ln2 |t|
s
+ 2u ln
|t|
s
]
=⇒ 0 ,
N¯5, Box3 → −
2
tu3
[
ts ln2
|t|
s
+ (t2 − s2) ln |t|
s
]
=⇒ 0 ,
N¯5, Box5 →
1
2u2
[
t ln2
|t|
s
+ 2u ln
|t|
s
]
=⇒ 0 ,
N¯5, Box6 → −
1
tu3
[
t(t− s) ln2 |t|
s
+ 4ut ln
|t|
s
]
=⇒ 0 ,
N¯5, Box7 →
1
2u
ln2
|t|
s
=⇒ 0 ,
N¯5, Box8 → −
1
tu2
[
t ln2
|t|
s
+ 2u ln
|t|
s
]
=⇒ 0 ,
N¯5, Box9 → 0 . (F.8)
Box type k = 6; (abcd) = (SffS)
In Section 3.4 we have separated the contribution of this box into two parts: 6A coming
from the kinetic part of the fermion propagators and 6B coming from their massive part.
The k = 6B part asymptotically vanish like M2/s.
N¯6A, Box1 = N¯
6A, Box
2 = N¯
6A, Box
4 → 0 ,
N¯6A, Box3 → −
2
tu
ln
∣∣∣t
u
∣∣∣ =⇒ 0 , (F.9)
N¯6A, Box5 →
1
s
ln
∣∣∣t
u
∣∣∣ =⇒ 0 ,
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N¯6A, Box6 → −
2
stu
[
t ln
∣∣∣ t
u
∣∣∣] =⇒ 0 ,
N¯6A, Box7 → −
1
s
ln
∣∣∣t
u
∣∣∣ =⇒ 0 ,
N¯6A, Box8 → −
2
stu
[
u ln
∣∣∣t
u
∣∣∣] =⇒ 0 ,
N¯6A, Box9 → 0 . (F.10)
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Figure 1: Diagrams at one loop
54
Figure 2: The unpolarized differential cross section for e−e+ → γγ. In (a) and (b) the
Born contributions are given at 0.5TeV and 5TeV respectively; while in (c) and (d) the
radiative corrections to them are respectively indicated for SM and a representative subset
of the benchmark MSSM models of [22].
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Figure 3: The integrated Born cross section in the region 30o < θ < 150o, for e−e+ →
γγ, Zγ (a) and e−e+ → ZZ (b), with transverse or longitudinal Z-states, as a function
of the energy.
Figure 4: The ratio of the unpolarized integrated σ(e−e+ → γγ) cross section to the Born
cross section (a), and the ALR asymmetry (b), as a function of the energy, for SM and a
representative subset of the benchmark MSSM models of [22].
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Figure 5: The unpolarized differential cross section for e−e+ → Zγ. In (a) and (b) the
Born contribution at 0.5TeV and 5TeV respectively are given; while in (c) and (d) the
radiative corrections to it are respectively indicated for SM and a representative subset
of the benchmark MSSM models of [22].
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Figure 6: The radiative corrections to the integrated σ(e−e+ → Zγ) cross section, for
unpolarized Z (a), transverse Z (b), or longitudinal Z (c) states, as a function of the
energy for SM and a set MSSM models of [22]. In (d) the radiative correction to the ALR
asymmetry, (where all final gauge polarizations are summed over), is also given.
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Figure 7: NAGC contributions to the unpolarized (a), TT (b), LT (c) e+e− → Zγ cross
sections, and to the ALR asymmetry (d), as a function of the energy.
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Figure 8: The NAGC limits obtained from σunp and ALR in the e
+e− → Zγ process (a),
and in the e+e− → ZZ process (b), assuming an accuracy of 1% on these observables.
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Figure 9: The unpolarized differential cross section for e−e+ → ZZ. In (a) and (b) the
Born contribution at 0.5TeV and 5TeV respectively are given; while in (c) and (d) the
radiative corrections to it are respectively indicated for SM and a representative subset
of the benchmark MSSM models of [22].
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Figure 10: The ratio integrated σ(e−e+ → ZZ) to the Born cross section, for unpolarized
ZZ (a), transverse ZTZT (b), ZTZL (c) final states,and the σ(e
−e+ → ZLZL) cross section
(d) as a function of the energy. The results correspond to SM, and a representative subset
of the benchmark MSSM models of [22].
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Figure 11: the ALR asymmetry in e
+e− → ZZ (a) and the Higgs box contribution to the
TT (b), TL (c) and LL (d) e+e− → ZZ cross sections as a function of the energy.
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Figure 12: NAGC contributions to the unpolarized (a) and TL e+e− → ZZ cross sections
(b), and to the ALR asymmetry (c), as a function of the energy.
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